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UNIT I:

RATIONALE: Necessary to learning to tNk is a thorough knowledge of the

keyboard i=ncluding all letters of the alphabet plus numbers

and spe,ial se ice keys. Likewise, to become a good typist

you need a knowledge of various machine parts and their func-

tion. The essential ingredients for any good typist are

development of correct Lyping techniques, conscientious proof-

reading and proper correction of errors. A combined knowledge

of the keyboard, machine parts, correct techniques, proofreading,

and erasing will set you on the right road to building speed and

accuracy in problem typing.

0:1JECTIVE:

General

In this first unit, you will learn the following: (1) correct

typi tech111:-Jes, (2) -11e rain machine parts by name, their

ftnotion, ant whLre iccated, (3) ccrrect spacing after punctua-

tion and craLol -:1 their personalities, and (Ii)

. c-rrect nncedure for erasing.

Scecific

Upon completicn of this unit., you fill be able to;

1. Apply co::. !?7, t,echniqucs tn typing exercises. Evaluation

wil- the insLructoris checklist.

2. Name, locate, and explain the function of 20 out of 25

machine parts.
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3. Apply rules dealing with punctuatiOn and various symbols

to a degree of 50 percent.

4. Proofread typed material to a degree of 95 percent.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

TESTS:

1. Unit I-Task Package l -- Techniques

2. Unit I, :1.3k Package 2.1Machine Parts

Unit I-Task Package 3--Spacing After Punctuation and
Keyboard Symbols and Their
Personalities

Unit -Task Package 4-- Proofreading and Erasing

You should take a test (written, typed, or combination)

upon completing task packages on Techniques and Machine

Farts.

You should bake a test (written, typed, or combination)

upon completing task packages on Spacing After Punctuation,

Keyboard Symbols and Their Personalities, and Proofreading

and Erasing.

You should strive to have no more than four errors on

each test.

.





LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

TEST!.

AM

Read and study the following pages on techniques.

Apply correct techniques tn your typing exercises and

problems, A subjective evaluation will be made by the

instructor upon observation of your techniques as you

type,

None.
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CORRECT IIFING TECHNIQUES

Correct Boat/ Rositon

1. Body ere..; it back in the ch,,Lr.

2.. Feet on the floor, one just ahead the other,

3.. Your body should be situaed 8 1_ _9 inches from the edge of the
typewrlter

Typiwr;:ter shoula be near the edge c- desk,

behina the letter

F,niTrs curved and upright ever the secon row (homerow) of ke: -.

7. Wrists low and relaxed bur: not resting on the fra.le ot the machine.

8. Elbows near the body; forearms parallel to the slant of the key-
board,

9.. Eyes on the -orp ,. The copy should always be on the right side of
your desk.

ID, Always keep your desk clear of unneeded books and papers,

Cc.Irmt15219itag...2-L(pys

1. Each key should be struck with a firm, sharp stroke and released
quickly, Keep most of the stroking action in the 111=2; hold the
hands and arms quiet.

2, You should attempt to type at an easy pace and with even, continuous
stroking You may speed up your stroking, but avoid pausing between
strokes and-between words,

3, At the end of a lane of typing, return the carriage without spacing
and withol;t looking up from your copy,

Correct Shifting for Capitals and Symbols

To type a capital letter, math the little finger to the shift key; hold
the key down until the capital has been typed and the key released.
Keep the hand as near home position as you can, The following two faulty
techniques often cause "flying" caps (1) not holding the shift key down
firmly or far enough and (2) releasing the shift key and the key you are
striking at exactly the same moment..



Correct Insertion of Paper

1. Make sure paper glide is at zero.

2. Pull paper bail and scale toward you.

3. 1:ike suxe paper release lever is pushed away from you.

4. Place paper at left of desk wit' :ong edge parallel with the desk.
;:,c,11 left hand, pick up paper middle with four fingers on top
and thumb underneath.

rar-r b-,h; n,'1. the cylinder an aga;r1t the paper guide.

6. At th,- F-71n tine trrr the rig!.* ry'inde '-(ob with the right hand.

7. (..cr.? the paper is arc': id the cylinder, push the paper bail and
scrilo back d;ainst ,.aper and position ithe paper bail rolls to
c:vide the paper equally.

. If pap is inserted crooked, you may lift the paper release lever
and straight= it. Thee push paper release lever back in position.

Correct Removal of Paper

1. Pull paper bail and scale toward you.

2. Pull paper relerse lever toward you.

Tect Setting of a Tab (on manuals and some electrics)

A tab or tabs allow you to stop at various points in between your
margins. Tabs are used when typing information in columns. You also
use a tab for indenting paragraphs. The normal paragraph indention is
five spaces.

Clearing a Tab

Move carriage to extreme left with left hand.

2. Depress tab clear key with left hand while with your right hand
you move the carriage using the right carriage release lever
back to the left side of your paper.

Setting a Tab

3. Space 3n with space bar or use carriage release to move to
desired point on cylinder scale where you want a tab sot.

t. Depress tab set key.



Tabulating

5. Depress tabulator key or bar to get to point where a tab has
been set.

6. Once a tab has been set it remains set until it is actually
cleared.

** To remove or clear a single ,ab from a number of tabs that have
been set, merely tabulate the undesired tab and depress the
tab clear key.

J 'icor ,achnique--E trikingover

NEVER type one letter over another letter as t or é. This is called a
strikeo,72r and is one of t11.? sure trademarks s an extremely 22.91 typist.
It is better to have a mistake than a strikeover. A strikeover does not
correct an error; it just tales time to type and actually calls more
attention to the mistake. Furthermore, you cannot type a period, back-
space, and type a letter over it. This is still a strikeover.

Any problem submitted througnout the year with a strikeover must be
retyped! A strikeover on a timed writings counts as 1,7o le.stakes (double).



UNIT I: KEYBOARD

TASK 2: MACHINE PARTS

RATIONALE: Just as a knowledge of various parts is important in operating

a car, so various__ typewriter parts are important in operating a

typewriter. You want all the power and performance in this wonder

of technology readily available at your fingertips. In order to

have this, sit back in the driver's seat and become acquainted!

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to name,

locate, and explain the function of 20 out of 25 basic machine

parts.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

TEST:

Read and study the following pages in Section 1 on machine

parts. See pp. 1-2 in the Brown Text for information and

a diagram of many of these parts.

On your own typewriter identify each machine part listed

in Section 1 of this package. After carefully studying

these parts, turn to the diagram at the back of this pack-

age and identify the parts correctly. Do not refer back

to any source or consult any person after you look at

this diagram.

When you have completed the diagram for your particular

machine, check your answers by referring back tc, this

package and pp. 1-2 in the Brown Text. If you missed more

than one, you need to restudy your machine parts.

Written, tped, or combisation on Techniques and Machine

Parts (Packages 2 and 3).

11
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OPERATIVE TYPEWRITER PARTS

On any typewriter there are two basic parts: the keyboard and the frame.
Following are varilus typewriter parts which you will learn to operate.
Section 1 includes parts you will learn in your early lessons; Section 2
includes parts with which you will gradually become acquainted later in your
training.

backspace key:

carriage:

Section 1

On.manual machines, the backspace key is located
at the left near the number row. You depress the
backspace key with the a or little finger in the
left hand. Used to move the carriage backward a
space or more.

The large movable section of most typewriters.
The carriage does not move, however, on an 15K
Selectric machine (an electric typewriter made
by International Business Machines, Inc.)

carriage release, left: A lever on the left which, if depressed, allows
movement of the carriage to any given point on
the cylinder scale.

carriage release, rigkit: A lever on the right which, if depressed, allows
momient, of the carriage to any given point on
the cylinder scale.

carriage return
and line spacers A long lever extending outward on the left side

of a manual typewriter which enablee you to get
from the side of your paper back to the
left side. This is also called a line spacer
because you can apace down to any given line
using this part. On an electric machine the
carriage return and line spacer is actually a
key to the right of the semicolon key. The
carriage return key on an electric machine is
depressed with the semicolon finger (littio
finger) of the right hand. The carriage automat-
ically returns to the left side of your paper.

cylinder (platen):

cylinder knob, left:

cylinder knob, right:

The long black roller in the middle. of your machine
around which Ailet paper feeds.

Section at left end of the cylinder used to turn
cylinder by hand to go from one lino-to another.

Section at right end of the cylinder used to turn
cylinder by hand to go from one line to another,
The right cylinder knob is also used for insert-
ing paper into the machine.

12



cylinder scale: The scale marked with numbers aed aced in setting
margins. On a Royal machine, the cylinder scale
is directly underneath the cylinder. On an Under-
wood machine, the cylinder scale is at the front
of the machine.

line space regulator: Located at the left near the left carriage release,
the line space regulator is numbezed 1, 2, and 3.
One is for tangle spacing, two is for double spacing,
and three is for triple spacing.

margin set, left: This part determir ee she la% side of your
typed line will bee,. en your paper.

margin set, right: This pare determines where the right side of your
typed lino will end on your paper.

paper bail and scale: The paper bail and scale has little importance
except it does hold the paper bail rolls.

paper bail rolls: These are two or more black rolls on the paper
bail and scale used in holding your paper back
against the cylireier.

paper guide:

paper release lever:

paper table:

The pert against which the left side of your paper
is placed. The paper guide directs your paper into
the machine and around the cylinder. The paper
guide should normally be set at ear°.

Located near the right cylinder knob, the paper
release lever must be pushed back away from you
to insert paper and must be pulled toward you to
remove paper. The paper release actually regu-
lates to hold the paper firmly in the machine or
to free the paper for removal or straightening.

The large area (often flat) behind the cylinder
used to support the paper. The paper poste on
the paper table while it is in the machine.

ribbon control indicator: On newer Royal machines, it is located horizontally
at the right front. On Underwoode, it is located
vertically at the right front. It is usually
labeled by three colors--black, red, and white.
The black section is the best potation for the
ribbon control indicator because you are typing on
the top half of the ribbon. On tho red section you
are typing on the bottom half of the ribbon which
makes the ribbon action sluggish since the ribbon
mechanism has to go higher before the key strikes
it. On the white or stencil section the key
actually does not touch the ribbon. The key simply
strikes the paper over the top of the ribbon and
only leaves a key imprint on the paper.
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shift key, left:

shift key, right:

shift lock, left:

shift lock, right:

space bar:

tab clear:

tab set:

tabulator key
or tabulator bar:

Found at tile left side near the keyboard, the left ,
shift key .f..0 used to capitalize a letter or to

make the ulabols au found on the number row or the
right side of your keyboard. You use tho left
shift key to make any capital letter that you strike
with the iinf.prs of the right hand. You move only
your a or little finger in the left hand over to the
left shift key to hold it down.

Similar to the left shift key but located at the
right. Yin uee the right shift key to make any
capital 1:Ators that you strike with the fingers
of the le2t hand. You move only your semicolon
or little finger in the right hand over to the
right shift key to hold it down.

Located ai,ovo the left shift key and used for
typing information in ALL capital letters. Used
especially for main headings in reports. You
depress the shift lock with the a or little finger
of tho left hand. You can only release the left
shift lock by depressing the left shift key under-
neath with the same little finger.

Similar to the left shift lock and found only on
Underwood machines. It should be depreaced with
the semicolon or little finger of the right hand.

Long bar situated below the keyboard. Used for
spacirg between words. The most frequently used
part of any typewriter.

This section, found at the left fairly near the
keyboard, 13 used to erase or clear any tabs or
stopping points that may have been previously set.
Tabs allow you to stop at certain desired pointo
in between the left and right margins. Tabs aro
used most of ton to indent the first lino of para-
graphs and are also used in typing problems with
columns of information.

This section, found at tho right fairly near the
keyboard, ie used to establish or set a tab so
you can stop at any desired point between your
margins. This tab will remain set until you erase
or clear it.

On a Royal typewriter, you have a tabulator key
depromed with the eemicolon or little finger of
the right hand. On an Underwood typewriter, you
have a tabulator bar which is depreased with tho
1 or index finger of the right hand. You depress
this key or bar to stop at a given point on your
cylinder scale. The point where you stop has been

determined by your tab set.

14
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UNIT I: KEYBOARD

TASK 3: SPACING AFTER PUNCTUATION AND KEYBOARD SYMBOLS AND THEIR PERSONALITIES

RATIONALE: Knowing the points mentioned in this package will distinguish you

from being merely a typist to your being a rood typist. These

added features give you the "fine tuning" you need for excellent

performance.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to apply

rules dealing with punctuation and various symbols to a degree

of 90 percent.

is
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LEARNING ACTIVITY AND LEARNING PRA,,A (3 full s

Step 1

As you read and study each rule on Spacing After Punctuation on

the following pages, type only the correctly illustrated sentence(s

(if there is one) underneath each rule twice apiece. Type the

sentence one time- then return carriage and type again. Double

space before going to a different rule and its sentence(s). Type

as accurately as you can.

Step 2

As you read and study each rule on rd Symbols and Their

TEST:

Personalities on the following pages, type only the correctly

illustrated sentence(s) (ii there is one) underneath each rule

twice apiece. Use sane directions as Step .... Use a clean sheet.

Step 3

After carefully studying and typing Steps 1 and 2, type as accu-

rately as possible the 20 sentences at the back of this package.

Try riot to refer back to any source after you look at these

sentences. If you have difficulty with several, however, you may

look back. Use a clean sheet.

PRESENT TO INSTRUCTOR the following:

1. Sentences on Spacing After Punctuation in Step 1.

2. Sentences on Keyboard Symbols and Their Personalities
in Step 2.

3. Twenty typed sentences in Step 3.

None.
19
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COMMA ,

SEAICOLON ;

SPACIN1 AFT PUNCTUATION

Space once after a comma unless it is found within a
number as 41,277.

1r you go to the store,1ane will want to go also.

Space once after a semicolon.

Mark is very intelligentkhe reads a great deal.

FLRIOD . Space twice after a period that ends a sentence in the
middle of a line of typing.

PERIOD .

Sally is going to the store with Mary.//They will be
leaving soon.

Space once after a period that ends an abbreviation except
for a.m. and p.m. Abbreviations such as U.S. and N.Y. are
usually typed solid (without internal spacing) as

U.S. Air Force.

Our friends are planning to arrive at Raleigh-Durham
Airport. at 3 on Dec.12 to visit us.

PERIOD . Space once after a period that ends an initial.

hr. J.E./Martin is the president of our local Cptimist
Club.

PERIOD . Omit the period after an abbreviation at the end of a
sentence. The one period at the end serves both purposes.

She will depart for home at 4:30 p.m. NOT p.m..

QUESTION MARK ? Space twice after a question mark that ends an interroga-
tive statement in the middle of a line of typing.

What are you reading?&I bet it is a new novel.

EXCLAMATION MARK I Unless your typewriter has a special ! key (as found on
Underwoods and most electrics with the shift of number one),
you must make an exclamation mark. First, type the period,
then backspace and type the apostrophe as I

EXCLAMATION MARK I Space twice after an exclamation mark at the end of a
sentence. In the following sentence the word "Try!" is
a verb being emphasized. Thus, you have a command sen-
tence with the subject (You) understood as (You) TrI You

can do it.

Try111You can do it.

20



EXCLAMA:ION ! Space once or twice after a.1 exclamation mark within a

;entente. In the following sentence, the word "Oh!" is
just an emphatic word; yet a :ingle exclamatory word may

be considered a sentence.

Ohll cut my finger. OR OWII cut my finger.

COLON Space twice after a colon except in the case of time as

2 :30 o'clock.

On her trip to Washington, D. C., Kathy saw the following
sites:lithe Capital, the White souse, and Mount Vernon.

No.,e: If you have a mark of punctuation at the end of
a line of typfne, do not space after it because this
wastes valuable typinp. time. Instead, merely return
your carriage afer pu:ximation at the end of a line of

typing.

21
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TYPEWRITER SYMBOLS AND THEIR NAME

(Brackets indicate the shift and the key for a manual machine.)

'I

excdamation mark

quotation marks

no specific name but means
number if before a figure
and pounces if after a figure

dollar sign

percent sign

underline or underscore

ampersand

apostrophe

left parenthesis

right parenthesis

asterisk

hyphen

11E14

only two key fractions

no specific name but means "at"

cent or cents

question mark

diagonal

dash (twc hyphens)

I, .=

22
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KEYBOARD SYMBOLS AND THEIR PERSONALITIES

QUOTATION MARKS " Periods and commas always go inside or before the quota-
tion marks.

"If I can't play in the game Friday night," Joe said,
"I am not going to attend any more practice sessions."

The semicolon always goes outside or after the quotation
marks.

Joe misspelled "occasionally"; he did not win the spelling
contest, therefore.

NUMBER OR POUNDS # If the symbol # comes before a figure, it means number as
#35) (number 350).

If the symbol # comes after a figure, it means pounds as
350# (350 pounds).

DOLLAR SIGN $ Type even amounts of money with no zeros and no periods as
$25 117,Q11140.

Bab purchased this book on cars for $12 at the bookstore.

PERCENT SIGN % Do not use the percent symbol % to mean "In care of."
Instead, use the symbol c/o.

Will you please send this letter c/o Mrs. A. C. Smith.

There is no space between the percent symbol and the
figure which precedes it as 5%.

UNDERLINE Words printed in italics should be underlined when typed.
Words underlined in typed copy sent to the printer will
be set in italics by the typesetter.

Use a continuous or unbroken underline for titles and
related groups of wows.

Jim is currently reading How to Assemble Model Airplanes.

Use a broken underline for isolated or unrelated groups of
words.

Linda misspelled therefore, absence, and received in her
report.

23
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Titles of books may be typed either of these two ways:

(1) With the first letter of each important word in the
title capitalized and the entire title underlined.

Beth's favorite novel is Gone with the Wind.

This way is used more and is more attractive than
the second way. Notice that you do not underline
ending punctuation.

(2) With every single letter in the title capitalized
and the title not underlined.

Beth's favorite novel is GONE WITH THE WIND.

AMPERSAND & Leave one blank space before and one blank space after
an ampersand which means "and."

APOSTROPHE '

Karen is an executive secretary at Smith & Sons, Inc.

The most popular uses of the apostrophe include:

(1) possessives as Steve's hat

(2) contrastaons as can't

(3) plural of letters and numbers as A's and 8's

(13) omission of letters as Class of '73 or O'Neill

LEFT AND RIGHT
PARENTHESES () The left and right parentheses fit right around whatever

is being enclosed.

The contracts (Exhibit A) and the mortgages (Exhibit B)
were enclosed.

ASTERISK * Use an asterisk * to refer to one or two source notes,
footnotes, or reference notes on a page.

FRACTIONS There are only two key fractions on your machine--the
key fractions it and 14. Type a whole number and a key
fraction without spacing between them.

This package weighs 5 lbs.

A made fraction is any fraction that has to be made using
the diagonal Space between a whole number and a
made fraction.

This package weighs 5 3/4 lbs.

24
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Do not mix together in the same sentence or same paragraph
made fractions using the diagonal (/) and key fractions
fI and 14). You must make all your fractions look alike.

Susan bought 21/2 lbs, of hamburger and lbs. of cheese.
(These are all key fractions.)

Susan bought 2 2/3 lbs of hamburger, 1 1/4 lbs. of
cheese, and 3 5/8 lbs. of butter.
(These are all made fractions.)

CENT OR CENTS 0 Do not space between 0 and the figure it follows as 150.

"AT" SYMBOL @ Type © with a blank space before and a blank space after
it This symbol means "at" and should be used only on
purchase orders and invoices but not in formal writing.

This order is for 16 boxes at $9.80 each.

DASH -- Use two hyphens to made a dash as (--). There should be
no blank spaces on either side of a dash.

AGE

FIGURES

That was a mistake--a bad one!

Type exact age in figures.

Sara is 11 years 3 months and 14 days old today.

Type approximate age in word form.

Sara is nearly twelve years old.

When typing a column of figures, always type them as if
you were adding them in math. Keep the numbers even or
aligned at the right as

43
121

2

1,870

340



TWENTY SENTENCES

Type the following 20 sentences as accurately as possible using correct spacing
between words, punctuation marks, numbers, and symbols. The illustrated sen-

tences from which you will type have incorrect spacing and other mistakes in

them. Mark all mistakes with a pencil before beginning to type the sentences.
You must submit your typed sentences with no more than ten errors total. Use

same margins-12 and 90. Double space. Number your sentences as 10VThe

1. The temperature was quite low on Feb. 18 at 7 p. m..

2. A service charge of 112/3 t was added to my bank account.

3. The letter fas sent i Mr. Bert Baker, 371 Pleasant Street, Chicago, Illinois,

warn 't it?

h. Can you explain the difference in an elite machine and a rica machine?

5. Bly these items: two pens?: 25 t eaca Lnd one pad 1 150.

6. Invoice # 19672 showed that the ordor was from Carraway &Sons, Inc.

7. My brother is about 3 :jear:7 old.

8. She offered a discount on 1 ,72511 basin and a 4 3/4% discount on an

installment basis.

9. Susan shouldn 't leave; however, Connie and Mary may go.

10. Is the book entitled A Lora ElE now available? I will buy it.

I r , rt.l Le .44. 1 - .- e !VIA I,

-
Crt 4, ..t.Z rti.4a.1... ?At tt

C:C.

i 3 A:, ratt C.1 11c. t .1 I 4. - )1 (.11

J., = i rot 5,

rA 1,11%41.. 111..

71k...,4,,, N. ./ CIO* . Pt%

11. I( ? tar- ?

I , RA.)t.ci t . Po: t: 5 ct. 4.

J f

9, 4 h, cunce... e frlci ,

Z.. tka- C k 4 )(I, 3 rtAt; AY ?
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UNIT I: KEYPOAfn

LASK 4: NOXNEADING AND MASTIC

iATIONALE: Unless you know what an error is and can readily recognize it in

your typed work, your problems will be of little value. No one

enjoys receiving and reading typed copy full of errors. If

something is not worth doing correctly, then it is not worth

doing et all! Mistakes In typing have been and always will be

made. In most cases, however, typographical mistakes can be

corrected IF they are detected. fou need to become a conscien-

tious critic ofycer own typing to spot your errors. Once you

do discover An error, yoa need Lo erase and correct it neatly.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this rasi package, you will he able to

proofread typed material to a degree of 95 percent.

27



LEARYJNa ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

TEST:

2

'tudy :dE p. 33 .un the Brown Text to see what determines

r4n urror. In addi.tiom to these illustrated errors,

voL4r errors incl ude: flying capitals, striking letters

iighLly, and omittAng punctuation. One of the

treaLesl, vealmestes in proofreading is made when you do

not read the c)Went of the problem you are typing for

its meaning. Unless you actually read what you have

cannot de.termine whether you have completely

mitved rcrds.

In circlit_ errors in timed writings, you count only one

error ter word; ror example, 10446Omo for automobile.

tier ;Ire two sop: rate errors in this word, you

consider it only one error and just circle the entire

word asiauotomobif4 Rememher--Any strikeover counts as

two errors rather than one error.

Study rp. 181-182 in the Brow. Text or. "Methods of

Correcting Errors." Also read the sheet included in this

package on erasing.

Do not type anything but merely circle all errors in the

two different exercises on the following page. In

Exercise 1 you should find 16 errors; in Exercise 2 you

should find 13 errors. Proofread carefully and THINK!

Written, typed, or combination on Packages I and 5.

914
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Exercise 1

When you proforead what you ha e typed, remember

to circle your erors; don't just make check mark. If

the copy does not make sense to you, be sure of check

1

the material from, which you typed. You may have omited

a word or letter which should be their.

Improper spacing and strikeover is errors; also,

incorrect punctuaticn mu -t, be ericled. However, only

one error is counted per word. Read your typed copy

with care and read for tnougth as well look for incorrect

key strokes and other errors.

Exercise 2

When you are asked to find the words you typed

wrong do not waste time when you look for them. Know

what you are to look for; then read with care and speed.

find what is wrong and mark it as you have been told too

mark what you type that is nt right. Once you can see

what wrong, can you type it right. Try it.

When you have learnedwhere all the keys are, you

will find that, with your two eye still on your book,

you can sense when you type a word wrong. Don' look

then, but wait to check your work when time is called

When you check your word, read for thought, too. Look

for words that may not there but should be.

29



ERAUNG

In general, typographical errors should be corrected using the following

steps:

1. Lift the paper hail scale and rolls (if need to).

2. Roll the cylinder forward easily'two or three lines if the error
is on the top two thirds of the paper. If the error is on the

bottom third of the paper, turn the cylinder backward to prevent
the paper from slipping out of the typewriter.

3. Move 441e carriage as far as you can either to the left or to the
right in order to keep eraser crumbs from falling into the type-
writer. Typewriter parts have oil on them. When eraser crumbs

touch this oil, they stick to it. Soon the crumbs accumulate and

cause the keys to stick. Therefore, alWays remember to more your

carriage before erasing.

4. Erase lightly using a circular motion; do not scrub an error.
Blow eraser particles away as you erase. Then use the brush at
the opposite end of your eraser to completely remove crumbs from

your paper.

You have read on pages 181-182 the various methods of correcting errors.
In my opinion, nothing will make as neat a correction as good quality typing

paper and a typing eraser. The typing paper you use in class is an inexpensive
quality of paper for obvious reasons, but you can make neat erasures on it if

you are careful. Any problem submitted with a hole in it will not be accepted.

You should never attempt to erase an entire line or even half a line. Several

words are all that should ever be erased at one point in a problem.

I do prefer that you use a typing eraser for all problem work in class.
This means that you are to bring to class every day for the rest of the year

a typing eraser (plus a pen and pencil). The pencil-type eraser costing about

250 is easier to use than the wheel-type eraser. Typing erasers may be pur-

chased at 50 and 100 stores, drug stores, office supply stores, etc.

You absolutely may not borrow a typing eraser from someone else during
class for two reasons: TIT It decreases the amount of work you complete if
you have to stop, ask someone to borrow an eraser, and then return it, and

(2) It bothers someone else.

If you come to class without a typing eraser, you must rent one at the
beginning of class for 2p a day. You will not be allowed to rent an eraser

once class begins. You are to return the eraser at the end of the class

period. Money received from rentals will be used to purchase new typing
erasers as the others are used.
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UNIT II: TYPING ESSENTIALS

RATIONALE: To arrange problems attractively on the page, certain

essentials are needed. These include the setting of

margins, beginning on the correct line often through

exact vertical center or reading position, and divid:thg

words correctly at the end of typed lines.

OBJECTIVE:

General

This unit involves horizontal and vertical spacing with

elite and pica machines plus correcting words

ecific

Upon completicn of this unit, you will be able to

1. Space typed material horizontally with an accuracy

of plus onminus 5 spaces on an elite or a pica machine.

2. Space typed material vertically with an accuracy of

hp (3 lines).

3. Divide le, cut of 20 words in the proper place.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

TEST:

Unit II-Task Package

2. Unit II-Task Package

1- .- dorizontal Spacing Facts

and Figuring Margins

2--Vertical Spacing Facts
and Figuring for Exact
lenical Center and for
Reading Pcsition

3. Unit II-Task Package 3--Word Division

A unit test will rut given; hcwer!r, a test will

be given at the end of each of the t aree task packages.
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UNIT II: TYPING FSSENTIAIS

TASK it IDRIZONTAL SPACING FACTS AND FIGURING MARGINS

RATIONALE: In order for a problem to be in the middle of the page with side

margins approximately equal, you have to set your margins cor-

rectly. You will need to apply simple mathematical skills to

understand this package.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this task packages you will be able to "pace

typed material horizontally with an accuracy of plus or minus

5 spaces on an elite or a pica machine.

.



LEARNING ACTIVITY,

MARRING PRACTICE*

TEST t

Read and study the horizontal spacing facts and illustra-

tions on the following pages and do the four exercises

for the elite and pica machines. You will notice that

the figuring of margins is different on these two machines

because the center point for paper of the same size is

different on these two machines.

1. Check your answers for the four exercises as you do

them with those found at the bottom of the exercise.

2. On the last page of this package, answer the questions

and work the problems. Do not refer back to any

source after you look at these questions.

PRESENT TO INSTRIET0R1

3. The instructor will show you how to actually set

margins for your own typewriter.

Written. You are allowed no more than one mistake on

this test.
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WRIZONTAL SPACING ON STANDARD TYPING PAPER

(Spacing Across the Paper)

Type)

A standard size sheet of typing paper is 81/2 inches (width) by 11 inches (length).

On an elite machine you can type 12 letters and/or spaces in one horizontal inch.

There are then 102 available elite spaces across a standard size sheet of typing
paper. (12 letters in one inch times 81/2 inches - 102)

Now check your own machine. Is it an elite machine or a pica machine? If the
right edge of your paper comes to 102 on your cylinder scale, you are typing on
an elite machine.

The exact center point of a standard size sheet of paper with 102 available
horizontal spaces is 51. (1/2 of 102 = 51)

To figure the left and right margins:

Example: You want a 60-space line (a line with 60 letters and spaces combined
in it).

30
(1) Divide 2165. You want half of your line or 30 spaces to the

left of the center point and half of your line or 30 spaces
to the right of your center point so that your line will look
balanced on the page.

(2.) Put down your center point for an elite machine. You may use
50 instead of 51 in figuring margig-Thr convenience.

(3) Subtract half your 60-space line or 30 spaces from the center
7-- point to get your left margin.

50 center point
-30 half of your space line

23 left margin

(4) Add half your 60-space line or 30 spaces to the center point
to got your right margin. Also add 5 more to your right
margin to allow for the ringing of the bell.

50 center point
+30 half of your space line

80

4, 5 for ringing of the bell



(one inch)

0

lla

aaaaaaaaaa

letters in one
orixontal inch

ELITE ILLUSTRATION

81/2"

51 exact center point (lig of 102)

50 may use to figure margins for

convenience

-30 4.30

20 left margin

80
5

35 right margin

*Illustration for a 60-space line on an elite typewriter.

4

102 availabl
horizon
spaces
(3.2 x 81*

102)
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y oi ).! ! C : 10.11:1. 'Vitt ficulv here the following margins
e:01, .nor th.1 124ging of Ulu boil) lw' rul plitn Lachine.

eheuk your answers with those at the bottom when completely finished.

(a) 70-space line

(b) 50-space line

(c) 44-space line

((a) 70-space line
(n-)

:35- t4 .5-.0 50
... I 70

3 5 4- 35-

/ 5 Ge htivt:in. 8 5'
5

9 0 /1.;skt ntarti;x..

(b) 90-space line ((L)

(c)
t

L. 1,- J.,I)C, ; t!.

7)

(6-) 0-e

-25
.2.5- 'keit NIZIAS:X

ati

11. frkp.kj

50t
fi 0 A:4 novociate
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HORIZONTAL SPACING ON STANDARD TYPING PAPER

(Spacing Across the Paper)

Pica LLarger Type)

A standard size sheet of typing paper is 81,1 inches (width) by 11 inches (length).

On a AEI machine you can type 10 letters and/or spaoes in one horizontal inch.

There are then 85 available pica spaces across a standard size sheet of typing
paper. (10 letters in one inch times 81/2 inches 85)

Now cheek your own machine. Is it an elite machine or a pica machine? If the
right edge of your paper comes to 85 on your cylinder scale, you are typing oua Am machine.

The center point of a standard size sheet of paper with 85 available horizontalspaces is hi. (2 of 85 44 but in typing we always drop fractions so the
center point is considered just 42)

To figure the left and right margins:

Example: You want a 60-space line (a line with 60 letters and spaces combined
in it.)

(3) Divide 21g. You want half of your line or 33 spaces to the
left of the center point and half of your line or 30 spaces
to the right of your center point so that your line will look
balanced on the page.

(2) Put down your center point for a pica machine which is 42.

(3) Subtract half your 60-space line or 30 spaces from the center
point to get your left margin.

142 center point

-E half of your space line

12 left margin

(4) Add half your 60-space line or 30 spaces to the center point
to get your right margin. Also add 5 more to your right
margin to allow for the ringing of the bell.

42 center point
IR half of your space line

72

4.1 for ringing of the bell

77 right margin

Thus your margins for a 60 -space line on a pica machine are 12 and 77._



I

PICA ILLUSTRATION

Ii 10.ters in one
Inorizontal inch

-30

12 left hirgtn

81/2"

1i2 center point (12 of 65)

72

+5
77 right margin

*Illustration L.. -space line on a acs typewriter.

.,.,

85 available
horizontal
Si

x 811r.

85)
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Cover the bottom half of this sheet and figure here the following margins

(left and fight allowing for the ringing of the bell) for a Eisa machine.

Check your answers with those at the bottom when completely filhed.

(a) 70-space line

(b) 50-space line

(c) 44-space line

(a-) (1)
(a) 70-space line 3 5 1+1

2,170 -3s

7 Gat nuvein.

MAI I. h-

(0,-)

(b) 50-space line (1.) w z X12,

2 +

7 Q,2t 6 7

+ 5-

72, Pt. igut nts-41:",

(c) 44-space line 0-)

21,44
1") 42. z

- 2Z, # 2 2.

o IN0A41i 6

5"

frets:Nal:iv



WHIZONTAL SPACING 0 SPECIAL SIZE SHEETS

Elite

9

If you know the width of any sheet of paper, you can figure the available
horizontal spaces, the center point, and the margins. You use the same pro-
cedure as for a standard size sheet of typing paper.

Example: You have a sheet of paper that is 6 inches wide.

(owl 144A )

0 72. 410.44.141, ApAILIS

(12. x (04 a tam )

3. How many available horizontal spaces are there on this special size sheet
if you are typing on an lallte machine? (12 letters in one inch times
6 inches . 72 available spaces)

2. What is the center point of this special size sheet? (i of 72 . 36)

3. What would the left and right margins be for a 40-space line?

20
(a) 2r4a

(b) 36 center point
-20 half of your space line

16 left margin

42

36 center point
+20 half of your space line

56

+ 5 allowing for the bell

61 right margin
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Cover the bottom half of this sheet and figure here the following margins
(left and right allowing for the ringing of the bell) for an elite machine.
Check your Answers with those at the bottom when completely finished.

(a) A special size skeet 5 inches wide
Margins for a 30-space line

(b) A special size sheet A inches wide
Margins for a 26-space line

(a) A special size sheet 5 inches wide
Margins for a 30-space line

.r" to0 cw. Gait 4,90,4
irtz% (IL X f "JO)

3 o C4ti,,,p,441.

a 4 4o)

(b) A special size sheet 3 inches wide

Margins for a 26-space line

/2. 1 4.14--ila.4, A.A,30.1p./

s?ogu% x 3k". 41.)

AJ tekk.?.;.t

.4 *4

43

a") 30 tom.,. ?,.t
Sl

iasz...0:4

*5'

.5"

(44 " Cdspio, j41:t

13

9 zi+

LI c.Aft&.?G:6-+

1- 13

34

.3 *
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HORIZONTAL SPACING ON SPECIAL SIZE SHEETS

Pica

If you know the width )f any sheet of paper, you can figure the availablehorizontal spaces, the center point, and the margins. You use the same procedure as for a standard size sheet of typing paper.

Example: You have a sheet of paper that is 6 inches wide.

4"

4/11:7J,14/1

10 02etteu. Lit

flO-1:30Lttt

30 cep. ?0;.Kta vs 60)

÷ :40

Sty

Ap kp lx,

40 cutailAUQ, 4.?(Acs&i,

( lo .* 6 ".-4.40)

1. How many available hQrl.zontal spaces are there on this special size sheetif you are typing on a pica machine? (10 letters in one inch times 6inches . 60 available spaces)

2. What is the centor point of this special size sheet? Ni of 60 go JO

3. What would the left and right margins be for a 40-apace line?

(a) 2a
(t) 30 center point

-20 half of your space line

10 left margla

30 center point
+20 half of your space line

5o
MB. AO..
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Cover the bottom half of this sheet 0..4 firlma here the following margins
(left and right allowing for the ringing of the bell) for a pia machine.
Check your answers with those at the bottom when completely finished.

(a) A special size sheet 5 inches wide
Margins for a 30-space line

(b) A special size sheet 3i inches wide
Margins for a 26-space line

(a) A special size sheet 5 inches wide
Margins for a 30-space line

25 Sbouriac
fzopaattib x

1

I
( CO ao

Qq0 (25 yaLtt 05 eactik- sPta

- 5 +I5

dt5 batu.. paLj

5b)

ID *AAA/ 44,) 4 0
.1.

4.15 ite 000A164:")

(b) A special size sheet 31 inches' wide
Margins ror a 26 -space line

ID I

Iy tp&Lct

Ca) ot

35 Cutd.W.L.,
,*2.4t4...C10 x 3 k.. CS,.)

titt) c 7 tent 'w t*Act 1'7 &Awl/A:44

13 + 1 b

taviut6 0
4- 5

a 64 ma,1,
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BASIC RULES FOR FIGURING ANY MARGIN

1. Take half of your space line.

2. Decide what the center point is for your particular sheet of paper.

whether it is a standard size sheet or a special size sheet.

3. For left margin: Subtract half of your space line from the center

point.

14. For right margin: Add half of your space line to the center point

plus 5 to allow for the ringing of the bell.

****Without even knowing the width in inches of a sheet of paper, pad can

find the center point of any sheet of paper which you have inserted in

your typewriter. Use the following procedure:

(1) Look at where the left edge of your paper is on the

cylinder scale.

(2) Look at where the right edge of your paper is on the

cylinder scale.

(3) Add the two numbers together.

(4) Say half of the total number and this is your center

point; for example,

A (or)

0 left edge of paper 35 left edge of paper
102 right edge of paper 63 right edge of paper

102 total 98 total

51 center point 49 center point
2 fi07 2 wa
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QUESTIONS ON HORIZONTAL SPACING

Answer the following questions on this sheet. You must show your figuring
for any problems. Place answers in the left coltrn.

1. How many spaces are there in one horizontal inch on a pica
machine?

2. How many spaces would a line 3 inches long be on a pica
machine?

What is the center point of a special size sneet of paper
that is 1 inches wide on a pica machine?

How many spaces are there in one horizontal inch on an elite
machine?

5. How many available spaces are there across a standard sheet
of typing paper on an elite machine?

6. What is the exact center point of a standard size sheet of
typing paper on an elite machine?

4=1.

7. What are the left and right margins allowing for the ringing
of the bell for a 74-space line on an elite machine?

8. What are the left and right margins allowing for the ringing
of the bell for a 36-space line on a pica machine?

9. If you had a special size sheet of typing paper 7 inches
wide and 9 inches long, what would the left and right margins
be for a 50-space line on an elite machine?

(a) 10. (a) What is the width and length of a standard size sheet of
typing paper? Give dimensions in inches; list width first,
then length.

(b) (b) Which is larger--pica type or elite type?

47
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UNIT II: TYPING ESSENTIALS

TASK 2: VERTICAL SPACING FACTS AND FIGURING FOR EXACT VERTICAL CENTER
AND FOR READING POSITION

RATIONALE: In order for a problem to look attractive vertically, you have

to begin typing on the correct line. Vertical spacing is some-

what easier than horizontal spacing because vertical spacing is

usually the same on an elite and a pica machine.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to space

typed material vertically with an accuracy of 1/2" (3 lines).
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. Read and study the vertical spacing facts and illustra-

tions on the following pages and do the two exercises.

2. Refer back to Task Package 3, Section 2 and study

two new machine parts--the aligning scale and the

variable line spacer.

1. Check your answers for the two exercises as you do

them with those found at the bottom of the exercise.

2. On the last page of this package, answer the questions

and work the problems. Do not refer back to any

source or consult any person after you look at these

questions.

?RESENT TO INSTRUCTOR!

3. The instructor will now show you how to actually

position your machine for spacing down to the correct

line if you still have difficulty after having read

about the aligning scale and the variable line spacer.

TEST: Written. You are allowed no more than one mistake on

this test.

49
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VERTICAL SFACINC FACTS

The line -space regulator These lines are These lines are These lines are

is set on "1" for single, single-spaced

on "2" for double, and on double-spaced.

"3" for triple spacing. triple-spaced.

Note the examples at the
right.

In single spaced copy, there are no blank lines between each typed line.

In double spaced copy, there is one blank line between each typed line.

In triple spaced copy, there ar4-Wo blank lines between each typed line.

Vertical spacing is the same on an elite machine and on a pica machine usually.

There are 6 vertical lines in one inch.

There are 66 available vertical lines on a standard size sheet of typing paper- -

(6 vertical lines in one inch times 11 inches, the length of a standard size

sheet of typing paper, = 66)

There are 33 available vertical lines on a half sheet of typing paper--(6
vertical lines in one inch times 5Lg inches, the length of a half sheet of typing

paper, = 33) or (half of 66, the number of available vertical lines on a full

sheet, = 33)

one

inch

3.1"

6 vertical lines

81/2t1

66 total vertical lines on a full sheet (6 x 11" w 66)

33 total vertical lines on a half sheet (6 x . 33)
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To center a problem verticdily Luis meanb to place it exactly in the middle

of the page up and down.

Steps for Verti-1 Centering

1. Count the total number of lines needed to type the problem. This includes

actual typed lines and blank lines between typed lines.

2. Subtract the total lines required for the problem from the available lines

on the paper. The answer you get will be the total blank lines left on

the page.

3. Divide the total blank lint,s by 2 because you want half the blank lines

to appear above your problem and half the blank lines to appear below

your problem for exact vertical center. The answer you get after divid-

ing is the number of blank lines to be left in the top margin. If the

answer contains a fraction, disregard the fraction.

4. After dividing, add 1 to your answer. You begin typing on this line.

Example: Suppose you have a problem with 20 typed and blank lines combined
to be placed in exact vertical center on a full sheet of paper.

(a) 66 available vertical lines on a full sheet
-20 total typed and blank lines needed for problem

246 total blank lines remaining on full sheet

23 4. 1 = 24

(b) 217

You would leave 23 lines blank and you would begin typing on line 24 for

exact vertical center on a full sheet.

Example: Suppose you have a problem with 20 typed and blank lines combined
to be placed in exact vertical center on a half sheet of paper.

(a) 33 available vertical lines on a half sheet
-20 total typed and blank lines needed for problem

13 total blank lines remaining on half sheet

6 + 1 =

(b) 2 rfS

You would leave e, lines blat.:: alid ,..)11 would begin typing on line 7 for

exact vertical center on a half sWet.
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VERTICAL CENTERING ILLUSTRATION

The following diagram at the left illustrates the first example on page 4 of

this package You have a problem with 20 typed and blank lines combined to

be placed in exact vertical center on a full sheet of paper.

Exact Vertical Center Reading Position

gin on line 214 r

1

23- blank lines

20 lines in problem

23 blank lines

r

21 blank lines
Begin on line

1

1

1

20 lines ir. problem

1

1

o

L

25 blank lines

Adds up to 66 lines total--number of Adds up to 66 lines total -- number of

available lines on a full sheet available lines on a full sheet.

(a) 66 available vertical lines on a full sheet
-20 total typed and blank lines needed for problem

46 total blank lines remaining on a full sheet

23 + 1 = 24--line on which you Li-Q typing
(b) 211-6 for exact vertical center

Reading Position means beginning the entire problem 2 lines higher on the page

than exact vertical center. Your eye tends to go toward the top rather than

the bottom when looking at any poster, book, or typed problem. This means

placing two extra blank lines in the bottom margin.

In the above illustration for reading position, you would merely subtract 2

from the line you would be in on for-exact vertical center. Thus, you would

begin on 1 ne Tror rftPding pea on .
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Cover the bottom half of this sheet and fiirut-e. hare the following problems.
Check your answers with those at the bottcm when completely finished.

(a) On what line would you begin typing to center vertically a problem with
29 typed and blank lines combined on a full sheet? Remember: In typing
you always drop fractions.

(b) On what line would you begin typing if you placed 17 typed and blank
lines combined on a half sheet? Remembers Haw many lines are there
available on a half sheet?

(c) On what line would you begin typing to place Problem B in reading posi-
tion?

(a) 66 available vertical lines on a full sheet 164 + 1 a(19)
.29 total typed and blank lines needed for problem 2r37

37 total blank lines remaining on this sheet

(b) 33 available vertical lines on a half sheet 8 + 1 .
-17 total typed and blank lines needed for problem 211;

16 total blank lines remaining on this sheet

(c) Subtract 2 from the line on which you begin for exact vertical cent'-7
in order to Lot reading position

9 - 2 = line 07 reading position
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VERTICAL CENTERING ON SPECIAL SIZE SHEETS

If you know the 3cnrth of any sheet of paper, you can figure the number of
available lime fit if you Itel, the ,,imber of lines needed
for your problem, you can deter dine tho corract lit., on whicii to begin typing.

Tho procedure for figuring vertical placement is t!'s same as for a full or
half sheet after you know how many lines you have available on your sheet.

&ample* You have a sheet 9 inches long and you want to type a problem with
34 typed and blank lines combined on it.

1. How many available vertical lines are there on this sheet? (6 vertical,
lines in one inch times 9 inches 514 available vertical lines)

2. On what line would you begin typing for exact vertical center?

(a) 54 n of available vertical J.1nos on this special size sheet 9 inches
long

-IL total typed and blank lines needed for problem

20 total blank lines rciaining on this sheet

irr + 1 - 11 (You wonid leave 10 linos blank above the problem and
(b) 2120 you would begin typing on lino 11 for exact vertical

conter,)

J. C what line uould you begin typo:i; for xcldAngyocition? (Begin on
line 11 for exact vortical center, co aubtaact 2 for reading position;
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Cover 03 bottom half of this shoot and tiguru hero tha following problems.
Check your answers with those at the bottom when completely finished.

(a) How many available vertical lines are there on a sheet that is 9g inches
long?

(b) On what line would you bsgln typing to place a problem with 17 typed
and blank limo combined on this sheet fib inches long?

(o) On what ..ino would you begin typing to place a problem with 25 typed and
blank lines combined in reading position on a sheet 7 inches (width) by
10 inches (length)?

4

...1.111[1.....11.111M11111MON.01
(Ci hates Lana)

X WAt;Cat e;MeS 44

3 9. o a4; P:Kgs 4-144.3

.fMINOMWwwwwwl

(a) 39 cIAAI,J,ts. tAACce.E L.es flu: Att.+ 4:Z"
7 t:t4 f cd abal tigo. eles Ketclvi je-s.
Z t.tra GAmNi. tke$ "'";4:

1111 D .4± heal 4
(0)

enc.
the..

/0 4

bk;4. sActt

t4;d40..3

11....
1 1 4. I 0

aro'
AIMNIA.

/ 0 inch. tCiy

X 6 $.4,0K.Cal Pass .(4.J aKt ;Ad.

420 a.: C46) 4.at+ SO

4,0 4'4: bah 0-ekt;eca e.fte3
4.5" 64..t 4etti 46,4 6I. k fq.es

3 5 64 0,004 Y,he r N11.01 v Amt

II 4- 1 a /8 tt*C* 161/1#1.C.4 t11.^1tAl

4r
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BASIC RUT a FOR VIVI= CENTKRIaG

1. Count to see how many lines you nod for your problem.

2, Subtract the number of lines (typed and blank) needed for your problem

from the number of available vertical lines on that particular sheet

to got the total blank lines remaining on the shoot.

3. Divide the total blank lines remaining on the shoot by 2,

4. Add 1. You hale typing on this lino.

5. For reading position, subtract 2 from your answer in Step 4.

If directions for a problem indicate that you are to leave a 1" top margin,

you leave 6 blank lines or 1 inch. You lea ,in typing on line 7. Thus, if

you are to leave a 2" top malt;in, you would leave 12 blank lines and begin

typing on line 13, etc.

If directions for a problem indicate that the probleT4 is to be centered

vertically, this means exact vortical center. Directions state when a

problem is to be placed in reading

56
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QUESTIONS ON VERTICAL SPACING

Answer the following questions on this sheet. You must show your figuring
for any problems. Place answers in the left column.

1. How many available vertical lines are there in one inch?

2. How many available vertical lines are there on a sheet 51g
inches (width) by 7 inches (length)?

3. On what line would you begin typing if you placed 37 typed
and blank lines combined on a full sheet in reading position?

4. On what line would you begin typing if you placed 9 typed and
blank lines combined on a half sheet in exact vertical center?

5. On what line would you begin typing if you needed a 21/2 inch
top margin?

6. How many blank Sines are there in your tu, margin when you
are using a 1 inch margin?

7. How many available vertical lines are there on a sheet
inches (width) by 6Y, inches (length)?

8. Is vertical spacin6 ,s V different on an elite and a pica
machine? (yes or no)

9. What is the length in inches of a standard size sheet of
typing paper?

10. On what line would you begin typing if you placed a problem
with 25 typed and blank lines combined on a special size sheet
6 inches (width) by 8 inches (length) in reading position?
(Draw a diagram on the back of this sheet.)

57
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UNIT II: TYPING ESSENTIALS

TASK 3: WORD DIVISION

RATIONALE: Some words can ba divided at the end of a line in typed copy;

some words cannot be divided. Both frequent word division and

uneven right margins detract from the appearance of the copy.

Limit division to those words which would spoil-a reasonably

even right margin.

Words can only be divided between syllables. However, some'

words cannot be divided even where there is a syllable as the

following practices will indicate.

If it is possible to divide a word correctly in typing, you

are to type a hyphen at the end of the line to indicate the

division. The rest of the word should be placed on the follow-

ing line.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to

divide 18 out of 20 words in the proper place.

58
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

TEST;

Study the word division rules on the following sheets

under "Input."

In each practice cycle, do the exercises under "Fractico."

Write at the lpht of the syllable division the correct

typing word division. If a word cannot be divided, write

it without a hyphen. As you finiuh each practice cycle,

check your answers under "Knowledge of Results." When

you have finished all practice cycles and have studied

thoroughly all your rules, do the Final Review on the

last page of this package. Do not refer back to any

source after you look at this Final Review.

Written. You must divide correctly 18 out of 20 words.

59
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PRACTICE CYCLE 1

Input: (a) Do not divide words of five or fewer letters although there are

syllables within the word as ar'so.

(b) Do not divide words of one syllable as through, clapped, and

striBed.

Practices Cover the bottom of this page. Write tae correct typing word divi-

sion for each wori.

lo cal

witched

pet al

ex it

ju ror

flown

Knowledge of Results:

local local

switched switched

pet''al potal

exit exit

juror juror

flown flown

GO
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PFACTICE :77CLF, 2

Inputs (a) Do not separate a syllable ot me Cr two letters at the beginning

of a word; such as across or ex2press, (See Practice 211.)

(b) Do not separate a syllable of one or two letters at the end of a

word; such as stead7j or greatlz. (See Practice 2b.)

(c) If you are going to divide a word, you must leitve at least a three-

letter syllable at the end of a line as in con-trol, and you must

carry to a new line at least a three-letter syllable as in care-

ful. (See Practice 2c.)

Practice: Cover the bottom of this page.

each word.

(b) dark en

Write the correct typing word divi-

(c) hand ful
(a) ig

sion for

ncre

lo cate mag ni fy dou ble

a gainst a clapt er pre tense

au tumn a 1.4 ni gen tle

im press a gen da cur taro

ro mane like ly gar bags

1212t1E102EltEalI:

(a) ig/Nore ignore

lo,,ea/cate locate

against against

autumn autumn

im..."ress impress

ro mance romance

(b) darken darken (c) hand-ful hand-ful

mag-ni1C:4 mag-nify dou-ble dou-ble
-,

a....,
-

la.DC/er adapter pre - tense pre-tense

,--.Y. v-,
a lum:_pi alumni gen - tle gen -tie

,----4, ra_sen da agenda cur -tain cur -taro

likely likely gar - bage gar-bage

61.
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PRACTICE CYCLZ 3

CI
Imuts (a) Divide after a one-letter syllable within a word, as sep a.rate.

(See Practice

(b) However, if the word ends in a'-`ble, or i''cal, you must

lace those last two syllable millings To-dether as trarat, as

do--3pend-Ca ble. Notice the difference in the word sen- si- bled

In this latter word the i is not a syllable by itself. Therefore,

you cannot keep ible together here since you cannot divide a word

unless there is a syllable division. (See Practice 3b.)

(c) If two one-letter syllables come together, divide between the vowels;
as grad9i-action. (See Practice 3b )

?rwltice: Cover the bottom of this page. Write the correct typing word divi-

sion for each word. If a word can be divided correctly in more than
one place, write a hyphen at each proper typing division,

(a) par a &-aph

ex per i ment

fa cil i ties

op or a tions

a nal y sis

hand i cap

(b) in fat u a tion

chem i cal

Ilk a ble

prac ti cal

phys i cal

au di ble

Knowledge of Results:

in(a) par.".- graph para-graph (b) in2.1fat43-0ion infatu-ation

oxpern.-ment experi-ment chem-(1 cal cham-ical
......

fEr/ciln -ties
..... ......

facili-ties Pik-6TIS likable

op':43rel-tions opera-tions prac - ti - cal prac-ti-cal

arlhal0-sis analy-ais 1343-67;a phys-ical

hand'i - cap handi-cap au2di - ble audi-ble

c2
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PRACTICE Y. 4

Inputs (a) If the final consonant in a word is douo.,ed when adding a suffix
(ending), divide between the double letters; as, con-trol-ling.
(See Practice 4a.)

(b) However, when a syllable is added to a word that ends in double
letters, divide after the double letters; as ex2press-ing,
un'Atill-ing. (See Practice 2b.)

Practice: Cover the bottom of this page. Write the correct typing word divi-
sion for each word. If a word can be divided correctly in more than
one place, write a hyphen at each proper typing division.

(a) ex pel ling

pre fer ring

pa trol ling

nit ting

Knowledge of Results:

(a) exilel-ling

pre - fer -ring

paytrol -ling

hit -ting

expel - ling

pre-fer-ring

patrol-ling

hit-ting

G3

(b) call ing

bless ing

sell ing

bill ing

(b)

bless - ing

sell ing

bill ing

call-ing

bless-ing

sell -ing

bill-ing
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PRACTICE ciLLE stepsi i t

Input: (a) Do not separate a syllab2c that do,Js 110bCOnt1111 a vowel froia tho rest
oil' the word; such as dic(:)11t. This actually eliminates the typing
division of all contractions.

(b) Men dividing voids, type cial, tial, cion, sion, tion, sive, and
IAN() as a unit; as Jur-4par de-4'struc-rtive.

(c) Compound words written with a hyphen should be divided at the hyphen
only; for example, self-con"trol.

(d) Avoid dividing initials, proper names, numbers, or abbreviations.
or a given first name may be separated from a surname (last

no ale) when necessary, as Mrs. John Ro/S:lith. A date may be separated
bet;,een the day and the year au September 18,/19--. In these instances,
no hyphen is used at the end of the line.

(e) Do not divide words at the ends of two or more consecutive lines- -
that is, at the ends of two lines right together.

(f) Do not divide the last word in a paragraph.

(g) Do not divide the last word on a page.

Practice: Cove, the bottom of this page. Write the correct typing word divi-
sion for each wu.,d. If a weld can be divided correctly in more than
one place, write a hyphen 3t ouch proper typing division.

oc ca sion

at ten tive

Mr. E. R. Hum phrey

self-cen tered

are n't

Knowledge of Results:

oc -casion

Mr. E. RAwaphrey

self-cenCtered

avr'n't

occa-sion

attch-tive

Ur. E. R./Humphrey

self-centered

tilt aren't
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FINAL KEVILI.,'

Cover i righi, side of this shoot. Os a ociap sheet of pal-:r, you aro to
divido 111) mold.; in Cullum 1. Use ilyp1,A1 LO :shun uhelo such dwlsion(s)
can be mode, Divide each woad as Litny pi,os as possible by alliVing the
typing macs to the dictionary syl),blos shoun in Column 2. If uord cannot
be divided, merely rewrite it without a hyphen. When you have finished
all 20 words, check your ansueis with those in Column 3.
turn back and review the appropriate rule.

1. paragraph par a graph

2. animate an i mate

3. jolly jut ly

4. believable be ilov a ble

5. peuiitting per mit tint;

If you miss any,

para-Liaph

jolly

believ-able

por-mit-tang

6. $168.32 $168.32 Ip163.32
Ks

7. operations op er a tions op,,:ra-tions

8. old-fashioned old-fash ioned old-fashioned

9. diary di a diary

10. strength streng strength

11. agenda a gen da aLenda

12. leisure lei sure lei-sure

13. advice ad vice advice

14. delicate del i cato deli-caLo

15. clerical cler i cal cler-ical

16. valuable val u a blo valu-able

17. spelling spell ing

18. Connecticut Con nett i cut Connect leut

19. Jimmy H. Morris Jim my H. Her ris H./Ilorrin (no *Then
fl used at all but you may

enU:ce last name on
next line)
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UNIT Inn CENTERING AND SIMPLE TABULATION

RATIONALE: Unless the skill and knowledge you have acquired thus far are

transferred to problem typing, they are of little value to you.

Typing problems, not drills or timed writings, will make up

your typing load, whether your typing is for personal or pro-

fessional reasons. In this unit you will learn to center typed

lines horizontally, analyze proofreader's symbols, and type

tabulation problems.

Main headings in reports or themes require information centered

horizontally in all capital letters. This placement calls

special attention to the heading.

Proofreader's symbols are handwritten markings used in rough

draft copy (typed copy with correction symbols in it). Occa-

sionally an employer 11 ask you as his secretary to type

something hurriedly without correcting mistakes. If readable,

the copy is satisfactory for his use. The employer then uses

the rough copy to evaluate the contents of the letter or report.

He will make many handwritten changes and other corrections before

he returns the copy to you to be typed in its final form. You

should study your proofreadf,
symbols carefully so you may

understand the corrections desired in final copy typing.

Tabulation problems consist of typed material in column form.

Tabulation problems position information in a neat, orderly

fashion for ease in reading.

C7



OBJECTIVE:

LEARNING ACTIVITYt

A LEARNING PRACTICE:

Upon completion of this unit package, you will be able

to center problems vertically and horizontally (including

simple tabulation) to an accuracy of two horizontal spaces

and two vertical lines.

There are no individual task packages for this particular

unit. However, at the back of this package there are

study sheets on horizontal centering, proofreader's

symbols, and tabulation. You should consult these sheets

as you get to these sections in your problem typing. You

will be referring to pages 59-84 in your Brown Text.

Pick up the correct amount of paper before beginning each
section. This practice will be divided into three sections.
Correct errors in all problems.

Section 1--Horizontal Centering (6 half sheets, 1 full sheet)

p. 67 (Read "Steps for Horizontal Centering" on p. 5
of this package. Type problem only once.)

40C, p. 68 (Type Problem 2 only.)

490, p. 80 (Read instructions at the left before beginning.
This problem is w ten entireliTrionghand;
this is called sr.L.pt copy.)

42C, p. 70 (Type only once. Read instructions carefully!)

p. 72 (Type only once correctly.)



Section 1 cont.)

414B, P. 73 (Two problems- -Type Step 2 and Step 3.)

H)LD THESE 7 PROBLEMS UNTIL YOU COMPLETE SECTION 2!)

Section 2--Rough Draft Copy with Proofreader's Symbols
(1 half sheet, 1 full sheet)

Study "Proofreader's Symbols" on p. 6 of tilts package.

35E, p. 59 (Use a half sheet; 60-space line; DS; 1" top
margin.)

36E, p. 61 (Use a full s'leA; 54-space line; DS; center
vertically.)

TURN IN SECT1ON9 1 AND 2! (9 problems total)

Section 3Simple Tabulation (9 half sheets, 2 full shftts)

40D, p. 68 (Read very carefully directions for typing
simple tabulation problems found in this

problem. Type problem only once. Use a half

sheet; begin on line 16; SS.)

When you have finished your problem, look
at it carefully. If you have typed it
correctly, the outside margins should be
equal and between each column there should
le 6 blank spaces.

rvImember: In a tabulation problem the first
C-31aRTEegins at your left margin. Thus if

there are 6 different columns in a problem,
the first column will be at your left maigin.
and there will be tabs set for the remaining
5 columns. In tabulation problems, the right
margin is NOT set; it just remains at the right
edge of the paper.

41B, p. 68 (Drill 2 only)

Problem 2, p. 75 (vc:low "Steps for Typing a Tabulation
Problem" found in this package and review

top of p. 75.)

Problem 1, p, 76

G!)
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tion 3 (cont.)

47C, p. 77 (Type Drill 1 and Drill 2. Use half sheets.
Leave a 2" top margin. Figure left margin
and set it. Set a tab for Column 2 just
ignoring completely the columnar headings.
After you have set margin and tab but before
you have done any typing, figure and type
columnar headings. Follow directions at the
left side.)

47E, p. 78

48D, p. 79

48E, Problem 2, p. 80 (Remember to even or align at the
right side the figuresin Column 2.)

49D, p. 81 (Problem 1 only. Refer back to p. 80 bottom
left corner and read before beginning to type.)

Problem 3, p. 84

TURN IN SECTION 31 (11 problems)

Typed on information in pages 59-84. The material will

not be arranged so be sure you know correct spacing

between main and secondary headings and between secondary

and columnar headings. After a columnar heading, remember

you always double space.
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STEPS FOR WRIZONTAL CENfa.:-7C

1. Make sure the left edge of your paper is at zero according to the cylin-

der scale.

2. Move your margins to the edge of your paper.

3. Clear all tabs.

4. Move the carriage to the exact center point of your paper and set a tab

if each and every line in the entire problem is to be centered horizon-

tally.

5. Backspace from the exact center point one time for each two lettere and/or

spaces in the line to be centered. If there is one letter left, do not

backspace for it; for example:

(odd letter; do.1 r, "e, rym , e,

F.#
ree T4Oring for Juniors and Senio not backspace

%." 1/4_1..1%-
for it)

(center point)

You have half your line on the left side of your center point and half

your line on the right side of your center point. You may use the left

index or first finger (manual machine) when you are backspacing a great

deal. In straight copy typing such as timed writings, etc., always use

your little finger to move the carriage just a few spaces backward.

6. Begin to type at the point where the backspacing is completed.

7. Tabulate to the center point, backspace one time for each two letters

and/or spaces in the second line and type. Continue in this manner until

all lines have been typed.

71.



Symbol

it V

La.?. *4, =

A.tet-

V) 64. tft

PROOFREADER' S SYMBOLS

Meaning

insert

insert period

capitalize

close up

lower case letters
(nct capitals)

"Let it stand" or
"Ignore correction."

underline

ads space

delete or leave out

transpose or
turn around

move left

move right

paragraph

spell out

Illustration

Bob saidAf you can

Bob can drivee The

bob Martin

(or)

all about planes

6

Calk
gyego."

many dY the

See the Aft. OR See the,BOok.

Gentali-eneattt Received
(actually changed mind
twice; type the word
Contributions.)

Do not talk out of order.

manythe

many of theile

(or)

many of.eargthese

many of (.44

(or)

many

EPlace the book here.

Pi3ce the book here.

72
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STEPS FOR TYPING A TABULATION PROBLEM

1. Place the problem on the page correct vertically.

2. Type any main or secondary headings.

3. Move the left and the right margins to the edge of the paper.

14 Clear all tab stops.

5. Move the carriage to the exact center of the paper. Do NOT set a tab.

6. Notice spacing between columns --usually an even number of spaces
(41 6,

8, 10, etc.)

7. From the exact center of the paper, backspace 1 space for each 2 letters,

figures, symbols, and spaces in longest line of each column and for each

2 blank spaces left between coluFaiii.---TIf the longest item in a column

has an uneven number of spaces, couple the last letter of the item with

the first space between the columns when backspacing by 2's, as in

refer 4 man 4 half 4si-cts 4s?...xes

r----1
re/fe/rE4Y/4e/an/1/ Af/ha/If

8. When you have finished backspacing, set the left margin.

9. From the left margin, space forward once for each letter, figure, symbol,

and space in longest line in the first column and for each space to be

left between the first and second columns. Set tab stop at this point

for the second column. Follow similar procedure when additional columns

are to be typed.

Note: If you type a tabulation problem correctly, you will have the

correct number of spaces between columns and the outside margins at the

left and at the right will be equal.

Typing a Co?: 'lr Heading

1. From point at which column begins, space forward once for each two letters,

figures, symbols, or spaces in the longest line. This will give you the

center of the column.

2. From center of column, backspace once for each two spaces in heading.

Begin to type columnar heading where backspacing ends.
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UNIT IVt PER3ONAL AND BUSINESS LETTERS

RATIONALE: Letters plus term papers are perhaps the two most important

type problems you will encounter in Typing I. In typing

letters you should always strive for good form, neatness, and

accuracy because you are "selling" your qualifications or

your organization to someone else and you definitely want to

make a good impression.

A carbon copy is made of most letters in business officee,

because one copy always remains on file for reference. Offices

also have printed stationery (letterhead stationery plus a

matching envelope). In addition to looking attractive, letter-

heads save a secretary's time since she does not have to type a

return address on either the letter or the envelope.

There are two basic letter styles--block style and modified

block style. See which style you prefer:

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this unit package, you will be able to type

personal/business and business notes and lettere in block and

modified block styles to a degree of 98 percent accuracy.

75
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

There are no individual task packages for this particular

unit. See cassette tape 4-1A on personal/business

letters before beginning Section 2. See cassette tape

4-1B on strictly business letters before beginning

Section 3. Also consult the illustrations and study

sheets in this package. You will be referring to

pages 86-96 in your Brown Text.

Pick up correct amount of paper before beginning each
section. This practice will be divided into three
sectionS. Correct errors in all problems.

Section 1--Memos and Personal Notes (5 half sheets)

Memos in Block Style

530, Problem 1, p. 66 (Read tne actual content of this
memo before typing it. Type
problem only once.)

What does block style mean?

Problem 2, p. 87 (Half sheet; 60-space line; SS) --12:2

Personal Notes

Problem 1, p. 87--bottom

Problem 2, p. 89

56C, p. 89 (Step 1 only. Follow directions and THINK:

HOLD THESE 5 PROBLEMS UNTIL YOU COMPLETE ENTIRE PACKAGE!

7t;
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Section 2-- Personal/Business Letters (3 full sheets)

Have you listened to tape 14-1A?

Problem 1, p. 91

Problest 2, p. 91 (Change the return address to your own
home return address. See return agaFess
illustrations in this package. Send
letter to Dr. Newkirk. What would be
the correct salutation for this letter?)

Problem 3, p. 91 (Notice that the correct salutation for
a letter addressed to a company is
just Gentiemen NEVER Dear Gentlemen)

What does modified block style mean?

What is mixed yunctuation?

What is (Ten punctuation?

HOID THESE 3 PPLBLUIS UNTIL YOU COMPLETE ENTIRE PACKAGE!

Section 3--Dusiness Letters (3 letterheads, 1 onionskin,
6 small envelopes)

Have you listened to tape 4-137

59D, Problem 1, p. 93

59L Problem 1, p. 93 (Retype the same letter again but
his time use block style. The

snacing between various parts
the same, but where does every
line begin in block style?)

Problem 2, p. C5 (Study now to type carbon copies in 59C,
u. 3 and in this pack age.

Which side of the carbon parer (glossy or
dIal) is toward you once you have
inserted your carbon pack in the machine
and are ready to begin typing?

carbon pack is composed of what parts?

*Whc:n you type a problem with a carbon

ez)py, make sure you finish the problem
comblete:y 'Ifer you start 4f Fossicie.
It is often difficult to realign the
orizinal and carbon copy (which you
cannot even see) at a later date.
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TES TI

Section 3 (cont.)

Address small envelopes for all letters in Section 2
and Section 3 (6 envelopes total).

Study 61B, p. 96 including the bottom or
refer to "Typing Small Envelopes" in this
package.

Place each letter on the right side of
your desk and address envelope directly
from typed letters. The envelope address
should agree with address(es) in the letter
in conten and spacing.

For the envelopes in Section 2 you must
type both the return address and the letter
address.

For the envelopes in Section 3 you do not
need to type a return address since you typed
these letters on letterhead stationery and
would, therefore, have matching envelopes
with a printed return address. (Assume on
business envelopes that you have a printed
return address always.)

TURN IN ALL PROBLEMS IN SECTIONS 1, 2, and 31
(11 problems total plus carbon copy and 6 envelopes)

Written or typed.

78
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LETTERS

are two basic letter styles: block--every line begins at left margin

modified block--(l) return address (if
one) and date begin
at center point

(2) closing lines begin
at center point

There are two kinds of punctuation: open - -no punctuation after salutation

and no punctuation after compli-
mentary close

mixed--a colon (:) after salutation and
a comma (1) after complimentary
close

Parts of a business letter in the order that they appear in a letter:

return address (if no letterhead)
date
letter address
salutation
body
complimentary close
signature (in longLand with a pest never a pencil)

typed name
typed official title or position (if one)
typist initials (also called reference initials)--the first

letter of the first and last names of the
typist which appear on a letter in small
letters with no periods or spaces. Through-
out the textbook always use your own typist
initials regardless of what the initials are
in the problem.

enclosure notation- -When the body of a letter states something
is enclosed (or oeing sent in the same
envelope with the letter), then an enclosure
notation should be made two soaces below the
typist initials. For example, two enclosures
might be shown as follows:

(l)- Enclosures

(2) Enclosures

(3) E:lc. 2

(4) Enclosures: Check for $528.50
List of Salenmen
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Carbon Copies

carbon packs plain sheet or letterhead (sheet with name of company or
organization, address, phone
number, top executivee, etc.

already printed at the top)

carbon paper (dull side toward you after pack is inserted
Lithe typewriter)

onionskin (a thin paper used for carbon copies. A carbon
copy is made of most lettere in an office and
filed. If filed, the carbon copy or onionskin
sheet would normally not contain a signature.)

Carbon Copies: To make one carbon copy, place a sheet of carbon paper
(glossy side down) on a thin sheet of paper (onionskin). On top of the
carbon paper, place the original sheet. After stacking the carbon pack and
while holding the pack firmly, insert it in the typewriter and turn the
right cylinder knob slowly until the carbon pack id positioned around the
cylinder. Then operate the paper release lever to even the carbon pack at
the top and to prevent streaks from appearing on the carbon copy due to the
carbon paper itself wrinkling. Once you are ready to begin typing, check to
Make sure the dull side of the carbon paper is now toward you!

Por each additional carbon copy, just add another Sheet of onionskin (bottom)
and another sheet of carbon paper (top).

Typing and making one carbon copy is known as preparing copy in duplioato
(two copies- -one original and one carbon o Opy). Typing and making two
Carbon copies is known as preparing copy in triplicate (three bopies.one

:end two csrloot copies), etc.

Different address lines for use in eit:er a return address or a letter address:

1703 Maple Street Route Forest Rills
Sanford, N. C. 27330 Sanford, N. C. 27330

F. 0. Box 392 Route 4, Box 286
Sanford, N. C. 27330 Sanford; N. C. 27330

If an address applies to a small conml:nty where there are no streets, etc.,
place the name of the town on one lino and the name of the state on the next
line as follows:

Miss Jane Jackson
Cumnock
North Carolina 28602

You always need at least three lines for thu letter address.
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Pat IA Igr 1.1

fietto, tid ci v2.44,
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tRe. ketk&i. o Ww.. (1.9ts 4t6.14. LiA.11 2+ P Cadv-
tke. 1744 Rosemont D ve

Sanford, N. 0. 27330*Jim ut setter., ?amt
Current Date

itio.. as.)

IZa. 44,1(4.14.. c..ome. ticti,m, 4 iiKes

ti; tA.4.. fte ttet. widew.,
Director of Ads. ions
Meredith College
Raleigh, N. C. 2 7410

DS I
2. 14c- K'sie. 4.?eLe %: 41/

!Tear Sir:

as Z
As a senior at Sanford Central High School, I am
interested in applying for admission to Meredith
College for the 1973-74 term. Please send me an
application form plus any information concerning
scholarships and loans that are available. If I
am to attend college in September, I shall need
some financial assistance, I would even consider
a work-study program.

eirm..?GritemtnA close_

4 (* kat.

tIpzd

If a personal interview is required, please notify
me and specify any additional information I might
need.

Sincerely yours,
C J cm..

rt.

Your Typed Name 41, Vi., ,ss tvt

(Q. V4 7hAcKt4e

6-Lb alt. ewt. .

Pl, 14, at //Is.'s....

3 1 c i ? . o

¢.t t7zw,, t 744 h.c..4-. £ 4

mixed punctuation- -colon after salutation and comma after complimentary close

open punctuation--NO punctuation after salutation or after complimentary close
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To address a small envelope: Type the writer's or senderts return address

(it one) in the upper left corner. (You do not have to type a return address
on an envelope when it is already printed to correspond with matching letter-
head stationery.) If you must type the return address on an envelope, begin
on the second line from the top edge and the third space from the left edge.
Use block style and single space.

Tyre the first line of the letter or envelope address about 2" from the top
(about vertical center) on line 12 or 13. Begin about 21/4" from the left
edge. Use block style and single space, no matter how many or haw few lines
are required.

A ZIP Code number is found in both the return address and the letter address.
A person's title is found in both the return address and the letter address
of an envelope.

Small Envelope

Line 2 (Actual Size--6 1/2" x 3 5/8")

Miss Karen Jones
1744 Rosemont Drive
Sanford, N. C. 27330

About
2"

21/2"

'

Director of Admissions
Meredith College
Raleigh, N. C. 271410

You may spell in full a state name (California), abbreviate it according to
the old standard abbreviation (Calif.), or abbreviate it according to its
2-letter ZIP Code abbreviation designated by the ,U.S. Postal Department
(CA). The Postal Department prefers that ZIP Codes be used with all state
names regardless of whether the name is spelled in full or the old standard
abbreviation is used. ZIP Codes must, however, be used with all new 2-letter
abbreviations as CA 75331.
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UNIT V: SURMARY PROJSCT I

RATIONALE: This unit will consist of various problems you should now know

how to type. Your ability to thinks reads and apply your

knowledge in neatly and accurately typed problems will be of

utmost importance.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this unit packages you will have otested"

your knowledge to type miscellaneous problems to an accuracy

of 99 percent.



TI-17

LEARNINJ ACILIVIeY:

LEATUn: Fa4CPICE:

7

There are no individaal task packages for this particular

unit. loo are to secure help from NO ONE. You will not

be allowed to retype any problem in trd.s project. This

entire project counts as a test grade. You will be

referring to pages 96-214 in your Brown Text.

Pick un correcr amount of paper before beginning this
project. t'se tirted color paper for all problems in
this project. You may nut get any additional paper;
you nay, hflwever, use tt bock voccr s'reets. Correct
errors in all problems.
(4 half sheets, ;: full sheets, 2 srnll envelopes, 1
onionskin)

Problem 1, 11L--Centered Announcement. (Place the

short side of this half sheet,
4, x Te, at the top. Center the

problem vertically aid center each
line horizontally.)

Froblem 3 114--TabulPtio, fro: Rough Draf*,

Problem 1, p.

Problem 2, p. 99---Fersonal Note

Problem 3, p. 9Y - -- Personal 13.,'ssifless Letter. Do not
type 2 carbon copy. Address a
small envelope.

Problem 4, 2. 99---3usiness Letter. Assume that
are usinc, letterhead stationery nnd

that you have a printed return iddress
on the envelope. Do type a ca-bon
copy. Address a small envelope.
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TE3r:

/4'

unt ird

loo ? )f_r3, but you s',..ould

uo diMoulty IF y u read
,T.T2 follow direct'Lons.

,rrors!)

n1-. I, LL difierar,- nroblema plus carbon

CD7; ana envelopes)
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UNIT VI: 09TLINI.;S AND TERM FAPRF.

RATIONALE: Outlines and term papers arc stressed in Typing I because even

during your hi;h school years, you will probably write one or

more tern papers. If you type neatly and accurately your short

themes and tern papers, you automatically give your teacher a

positive attitu-:e y;ur paper. And in some cases, papers

must be sfcmittPd TfFSD! If you tire someone to type a simple

theme without cven footnc!tes, you can expect to pay 50O-60,i

miniam per page for do'zble-spaced copy.

OBJECTIVE:

General

This entire unit is centered around the term paper including the

title page, outline, contents with footnotes appearing at the

bottom of the pages, and bibliography. Strive first to understand

the format of a term paper; then concentrate on the actual

typing.

Specific

Upon completion of tnis unit, you will be able to type:

1. Outlines (topic or sentence) to an accuracy of 97 percent.

2. Unbound themes with footnotes to an accuracy of 95 percent.

3. Complete left-bound tern papers to an accuracy of 95-97

percent.
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LEARNIN3 ACTIVITY:

TEST:

1 VI-Task Packize

2. _':".it ?acKIge 2--7nbcu-:d Themes with Footr.-Jtes

3. Unit 7I -Task ?ack-ige Term Papers

,;ritter,,

S9
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UNIT VI: OUTLINES AND TE:1% PAPERS

TASK is OUTLINES

RATIONALE: On the page(s) preceding most berm papers, there is usually an

outline presenting a brief overall picture of the term paper.

Cutlines are usually short and relatively simple to type, but

there are certain rules which need to bE, followed.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this ;ask package, you will be able to

type outlines (topic Dr sentence) to an accuracy of 97 percent.
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LEARNI1G ACTIVITY:

LE:IX: DC HACTI E:

TEST:

udy tne sheet !.1 "Oatlin.is' In is ;acka;e.

Pick -1p crrc mt f p-;p3r hefori, beginning tnis

packn.--3. Jorr2,r. in all lems.

(3 f.:11 s

iry..-jr,; 1, 7. in ,Center -,nds croblem vertically

on a f..112 set.)

56C Frotl 2. . 13

7Fs, ?rob-1m 1. 11.;

Ione.

9%

2



Topic Outline: an outline composed ;f :t.rae,s. Do not type a

period at the end of each lire.

Sentence Outline: an outline with each line being an actual sentence
containing o subject and a pre,lioate (verb) . 7:-ce a period at the end

of each statement.

1. Follow directions (if -i./.en) tLt_ top margin of an outline. Other-

wise, use a 2- to margin (elite) or 1;-;1 top margin (pica) especially

if tLe outline is long. If the outline is f%irly snort, you may center

the entire outline verticany cn sage, prefen..bli in reading position.

2. Side margins, are the sale nq encse esel for j 7 3 c-)n'epts of the tern

paper.

3. Do not number tne of ltne age.

IL. Center main heac.in in al: capital letters aoc:irding to the line of

of wriing if tne outline oars or a left-bound term paper. Then

triple space.

5. Double. space Uefere and af---r E^.:1 sue:a as II, III.

II, 7, etc. The remfnrjer77' the onYJI:e !_e cr:tinely sinqle ebaced.

6. Use a capital i for 1, et.:.

:'signed or even at the riPht side as

3. Leave a blant( ''aces .rioi3 ..ne end r47

9. Order or outline divisio:le subdivisions:

I.././ECOY.OMICF CF _r Ileadin7- ALI CAPS)

A././Investment and Pr':j1c7:1ity -e.er =.yeading--Impertan, Wcris

B.// -------

1.//ap1oyment iii' first v .ird

2././

- (sane as Preceding)

(1)/
(2)/

(a)

(same as preeedir,g)

Lyte 15 )re-eding)

1n. T..vm only nna hlanIr cnamo afiar r1 ht., earenthesia.
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UNIT VI, OUTLINES AND TEEM PAPERS

TASK 2! UNBOUND r '1 WITH FOOTNOTES

RATIONALE: Let's begin our study of term papers (also called manuscripts)

with simple, unbound ones. This really means one-page themes

with one or more footnotes appearing at the bottom of the page

on which the corresponding quote is placed. If you understand

this package, should have no difficulty whatsoever with

the left-bound tern caner.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to type

unbound themes with footnotes to an accuracy of 95 percent.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNT:: 3 i-7.-1ACT. :

Frior to beginning this section on term papers, be sure

thatyca know how to do the following: (1) align copy

(get the paper back in the machine in correct position

after a problem has been removed from the typewriter

and an error discovered), and (2) squeeze and spread

letters. If you do not :now either of these two items,

see your instructor first!

Secu.r,,,afrori-our instructor. You will

need this sneet to -4-pe lier,es and term papers with

footnotcs.

Study the sheets on "Unuound ?hemes with Footnotes" on

4-5 of this package.

Listen Tape 6-1 and take .rtes as needed.

Fick 0-,ri-ct amount of w = before beginning this

pack:ze. Correct errors all problems.

(5 full sheets)

690, p. "1")7 (Drill) ryl:e onoc! 3"iy.

69, p. 103 (What is the corroct spading for the contents
of a tneme7)

700, p. 109

710, p. 110 (Drill)
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Stqd; and kr,-)W e f pp. 17i-1:' (7,0p).
Yu d nut type

.ow do you, a sLcle neadinz'

Hw do a 7-1 h e a di 71 :77

1.11

_ t

TFSTt
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TEl ES 'RITE FOOT;OTES

1. Short tnemes and reports are double spaced and typed on 81/2 by 71 inch

paper.

2. The margins for an unbound theme are a 1-inch left margin and a I-inch

right margin. Thus on an elite machine, margins are 12 end 90 (102 - 12);

on a pica machine, margins are 10 and 75 (85 - 10).

3. Paragraphs are indented (usually 5 spaces).

L. Cr. the first page of a theme there is a 2-inch top margin for elite and

a I-s-inch top margin for pica.

The matn reading is typed in all capitals on line 13, centered horizon-

llly, arl forcKed ty a triple space for elite; line 10 for pica.

6. The bottom margin s:,ould never be less than about 1 inch.

F:r tne sec:nd and all following pages, allow a top margin of 1 inch.

Type just the page nether line 4 at the right margin. Then triple

space to begin the first line of content on line 7 thus leaving 6 blank

lines or 1 inch at the top.

S. If you begin a new paragraph on a nage, type at least 2 lines of it

before continuiz.g on tne next page. You should also carry at least 2

lines of a paragraph to a new page. Therefore, a 3-line paragraph cannot

he divided and placed on separate pages. It should all be typed either

on the first page or on the following page.

Footnotes

1. Footnotes are single spaced with a double space between each different

footnote.

2. The first line of each footnote is indented 5 spaces; the following lines

of the footNote are againat the left margin.

3. Footnotes are usually numbered consecutively (1, 2, 3, etc.) throughout

the paper.

4. Superior figures (superscripts) czre used to identify footnotes. A

superior figure is typed 11 space above the line of writing by using the

line finder (also called ratchet release).

5. A diider line (1 incnes long--18 elite spaces or 15 pica spaces) is

used to separate the last line of the report from the footnotes. (The

divider line is preceded by a single space and followed by a double

space if the is a full page of content.)
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Footnotes (cont.)

6. When planning where you should stop typin,,; t:le content on a page and

begin typing tae divider line, estim!tte:

6 lines for the 1 inch to oe left, blank at toe bottom of the page

3 lines for each footnote that must appear on the page

2 lines for tief divider 3i.le

11 total

Thus, if you had one footnote to he placed cn a full page of content,

you would stop tvpin, the content on about line 117-then single space,

type the divider line, thea double sps;,.e and type the footnote.

If you did not have a full pap of content, you would simply type the

divider line on abou-, line 11 accordin,; to your page gauge sheet. You

might, therefore, have cn:siderable blark space before the divider

line. You would still dounle space after the divider line, however.

If you had two footnotes to be placed on a full page of content, you

would stop typing the content, on about line 14, etc. For each addi-

tional footnote, the divider line is raised about 3 lines.

Ellipsis: Used to irdicate omission of words from a quotation; shown by

three alternating neriods and spaces (1.4/./), or four alter-

nating periods and spaces if the end of a sentence is included

in the omission (1.4./.././) An example of an ellipsis in the

middle of a sentence follows:

You may leave . . . if you wish.
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UNIT VI: OUTLINES AND TERM PAPERS

TASK 31 LEFT-BOUND TERM PAPERS

RATIONALE: The left bound term paper including title page) outline)

contents, and bibliography 13 the most commonly used format

for term papers. You can insert the completed paper in a

clear plastic iolder, staple it, or punch holes in it at the

left for binding.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to type

complete left - bound term papers to an accuracy of 95-97

percent.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNM FF.ACTICE:

Study the sheets on "Left-Bound Term Papers" on pp. 1-12

of this package.

Listen to Tape 6-2 and take notes as needed.

You may refer to Folder 1 in the file cabinet for

illustrations of completed left-bound term papers if

you wish.

This learning practice consists of two complete term
papers to be typed! You should ask questions about the
first paper as you type it if you do not understand.
But on the second term paper, you are to consult NO ONE!
Both term papers will be counted as tests but the second
paper will be evaluated more strictly.

Term Paper I (9 full sheets)

Type the left-bound term paper entitled CHOOSING A CAREER
from pp. 135-138 in istsmillutiirLtillg. You are also
to type a title pagerri411figiiPhiTtiom p. 189.

For the content pages, use these directions:

2" top margin for elite and 23" top margin for
pica on first content page

second and succeeding pages top margin 1"
1"1" left margin and 1 inch right margin
Doable spacing
5-space paragraph indentions
Footnotes typed on same page with corresponding

quotes or ideas. Divider line and footnotes
typed to leave only an approximate bottom
margin of 1"

Number the first content page and all following
pages.

Center all main headings in this term paper
smcaRing to the line of writing.
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Term Paper I (cont.)

When finished, you are to staple the completed paper
with three staples down the left margin. Assemble
in the following order: title page, contents: and
bibliography. TURN IN FIRST TERM PAPER!

Most frequent mistakes on term papers:

1. Not single spacing before and double spacing after
the divider line oa every full page of content.

2. Not placing periods at end of footnotes and
bibliographical entries.

3. Not underlining titles of books.

4. Not numbering pages including bibliography page.

5. Not assembling final paper in correct order:
title page, outline (if one), contents, and

bibliography.

Term Paper II (6 tinted color sheets)

See Term Paper I before you begin this term paper to
see what errors you made. Then type the left-bound
term paper entitled THE CHARACTER OF ADOLF HITLER
from the duplicated sheets in this package. Use the
same directions as in Term Paper I. This term paper
does contain an outline. Remembers You are to consult

NO ONE in typing this term paper. TURN IN SECOND TERM
TIME'

TEST: Written, typed, or combination on Packages 14, 15, and 16.
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Contents

1. Left-bound term pacers are double spaced and typed o.a 8':1 by 11 inch

paper.

2. The margins for a left-bound term paper are a left margin au'

a 1-inch right margin. Thus on an elite machine, margins are 18 and 90

(102 - 12); on a pica machine, margins are 15 and /5 (85 - 10), You

allow an extra .1/2 inch In your left margin for the stapling.

1. Paragranhs are indented (usually 5 spaces).

L. On t'le LIrst pate of a left-bound term paper there is a 2-inch top

margin (elite) and a 11/2-inch tor margin (pica).

5. The main heading is centered over the line of writing.

On an elite typewriter, your tqwd line will begin at 18 and go to 90.

To find the center point of this line, add 18 (left margin)

+90 (right margin)
54 elite

108 Divide 2rrIg

Thus 54 is your new center point just when typing left-bound term papers,

because your left and right margins are not equal. Your left margin is

wider than your right margin.

On a tioa typewriter, your typed line will begin at 15 and go to 75'

To find the center point of this line, add 15 (left margin)
+75 (right margin)

45 21211

90 - - --- -- Divide 21

Thus 45 is your new center point just when typing left-bound term papers,

because your left and right margins are not equal. Your left margin is

wider than your right margin.

6. Headings and Subdivisions,

The main headin, is typed in ail capitals on line 13 (elite) or line 10

(pica), centered horizontally according to the line of writing, and

followed by a triple space.

Side headings are underlined and typed even with the left margin. Main

words are started with a capital letter. These headings hare a triple

space before them and a double space after them.

Paragraph headings are underlined and indented. Usually, only the first

word is capitalized. _,.
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1. The bottom margin should never be less than about 1 inch.

8. Numbering the first page of content is optional. If you do number the
first page, however, the page number is typed about 1/2 inch from the
bottom on line 4 at the center of your line of writing..

9. Short quoted material is double spaced and typed as a part of a para-

graph. Quotation marks are used if the material is quoted directly;
quotation marks are not used if material is simply paraphrased.

Long quoted material (meaning 4 or more lines) should be (1) single
spaced and (2) indented 5 spaces from both the left margin and the

right margin. No quotation marks are used for long quotations.

10. For the second and all following pages, allow a top margin of 1 inch.
Type just the page number on line 4 at the right margia. Then triple
space to begin the first line of content on line 7 thus leaving 6 blank

lines or 1 inch at the top.

11. If you begin a new paragraph on a page, type at least 2 lines of it
before continuing on the next page. You should also carry at least 2

lines of a paragraph to a new page. Therefore, a 3-line paragraph cannot
be divided and placed on separate pages. It should all be typed either
on the first page or on the following page.

(Footnote Examples- -First References)

For information on footnotes, see Unit VI, Task Package 2 (Na. 15), pp. 14 -5.

For a book with one author:

1B. F. Skinner, Beyond Freedom and Dimity_ (New York: Alfred A. Knopf)

1971), p. 125.

Fora book with two authors:

2Bill H. Smith and Richard L. White, The American Hi h School in the
1980's (2d ed.# McGraw-Hill Book Company, , p. .

For a book with three or more authors: (et al. is Latin meaning "and others")

3Harold L. Calhoun at al., Contempuary Public Schools (New Yorks Harper

& Brothers, 1973), p. 79.

For a magazine or periodical with an author listed:

4Jerome S. Bruner, "A Vivid Glimpie of the Future," Saturday Review,

Vol. 42 (January 18, 1964), p. 71.
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For a magazine or yeriodical with no author listed,

5"Imaginative, Dynamic, but Questionable," Saturday Review, Vol. 47

(June 26, 1970), p. 48.

For a newspaper article with no author listed:

6"Elementary Schools in the Lianford-Lee County Unit," The Sanford

Herald (November 3, 1973), P. 5.

For an enoyclopedia article unsigned:

7"Dewey, John," Encyclopaedia Britannica (1972 ed.), Vol. 5, p. 288.

Foran t

8Stephen Crane, "The Open Boat," in Great American Short Stories,
ed. by Iftllace and Mary Stegner (New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1957),

P. 259.

For a plays

9William Shakespeare, Macbeth, IV, III, 235-2U).

(The numbers after the title of the play are understood to indicate

Act IV, Scene III, lines 235-214.)

Poraluidhlet:
1°U. S. Department of Education, Guide for Public School Educators

(Washington, 5.

For material from one source uoted in another sources

11James B. Conant, The'American Hi School T , quoted by Frederick
Mayer in American Educe on hapel Hills iversity of North Carolina Press,

1970), p. 366.

for an interviews

22Henry Kissinger, interviewed by Walter Cronkite (U. S. Department of
foreign Affairs, Washington, D. C.), 10 a.m., September 5, 1973.

For a personal letters

133am J. Ervin, Jr., U. S. Senator from North Carolina, to Ray L. Millen,
August 18, 1973.
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(Footnote Examples--Later References)

After the first reference to a particular source has been stated, later
references to he source may be shortened as indicated in,the following
examples:

For the same work mentioned in the immediately preceding footnote:

114k4,4
r.yro.4.1, p. 130.

(ibid. is Latin meaning "in the same book")

For a work mentioned previously and other works
name and the page number are sufficient as:

15Skinner, p. 180. OR

intervene, the author's last

15Sidnner, op. it., p. 180.

(22. cit. is Latin meaning "in the work cited")

Use the Latin term loc. cit. meaning "in the same place" instead of 22. oit.
when the repeated reference is to the same exact page of a work prey-lit:4r
mentioned and there have been intervening footnotes. With 122. 211., use no
page numbers.

16
Skinner, 122. cit.

8

For a work mentioned already when using more than one work by the same author,
use a shortened fors of the title along with the author's last name:

17Skinner, Beyond Freedom, p. 180.

Fbr di book with two authors:

18Smith and White, p. 1490.

For a book with three or more authors:

19Calhoun sio& al., p. 90.

For a magazine or periodical with an author listed:

20Hruner, p. 75.

For a magazine or periodical with no author listed: (providing no references
hive been made to other unlisted articles in this same magazine)

21
Saturday Review, p. 50.

Fdr a newspaper artick; uith no author listed: (providing no references have
been made to Other unlisted articles in this same newspaper)

22
The Sanford Herald, p. 7.

j05
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?or an encyclopedia article unsigned: (providing no references have been made
to other unlisted articles in this skme encyclopedia)

23Ehuslassikt2litaanls, Vol. 5) P. 290.

For an anthology: (if referring to the same work in the collection)

24Crane, p. 265.

4If more than one unsigned selection is taken from the same magazine or
newspaper, the footnote must be given in full.
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Biblioeraphy

10

A bibliography is a listing of all sources (hooks, magazines, newspapers,
Pamphlets, etc.) used in writing a research or term paper. It is arranged
alphabetically according to the first author's last name. If a source does
not have a specific author, teen the source should be alphabetized according
to the title of the article.

1. Number the bibliography page in the upper right corner en line 4. This'

will be the last, pace of your assembled term paper.

2. Leave a 2-inch top margin (elite) and a 1 -inch top margin (pica). This
is the same top margin as that of the first page of the contents.

3. Center according to the line of writing in all capitals--3IBLIOGRAPHY.
This is typed on line 13 (elite) or line 10 (pica) and followed by a
teiple space*

4. Begin the first line of each enry against the left margin. The second
and following lines are indented 5 spaces. (This procedure is just
reversed from the way the'footnotes are typed.)

5. Each entry is single spaced with a double space between different
entries.

6 Titles of books and magazines are underlined with a
score; articles from books and magazines are placed

If your bibliography contains more than one book by
substitute a line followed by a period as the first
Do this instead of repeating the neme; for example,

continuous under-
in quotation marks.

the very same author,
pare of the entry.

Peale, Edwin Way. The Golden Throng. New York; Dodd, Mead & Company,
1971.

The :;traps Lives of Familiar Insects. New Yorkt
Dodd, Mead & Company, 1969.

8. In each bibliographical entry there are usually 3 types of information,
(1) author(s)
(2) title, edition
(3) publication (place, company, copyright date)
In order to show these 3 divisions more clearly, 2 blank spaces are left
after periods ending these divisions. Notice the spacing separating
these divisions in the following illustration.

Alexander, Carter, and Arvid J. Burkea/How to Locate Educational
Information and Data, 4th edoNew York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers Calege, Columbia University, 1970.

****For an illustration of a bibliography, see p. 189 in the Brown Text.
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(Bibliographical Examples)

The following illustrations are arranged alphabetically from the
footnote entries found on pp. 6-7 of this package.

(For a magazine or periodical with an author listed)

Bruner, Jerome S. "A Vivid Glimpse of the Future," SaturdayBpnieH, Vol. 42
(January 18, 1964), PP. 68-75.

(For a book with three or more authors)

Calhoun, Harold L. et al. Contemporary Public Schools. New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1973.

(For material from one source quoted in another source)

Conant, James B. The American High School Today, quoted by Frederick Mayer
in American Education. Ch%p-el Hills University of North Carolina Press,

1970.

(For an anthology)

Crane, Stephen. "The Open Boat," in Great American Short Stories, ed. by
Wallace and Mary Stegner. New York Dell Publishing Co., 1957.

(For an encyclopedia article unsigned)

"Dewey, John." Encyclopoedia Britannica (1972 ed.), Vol. 5, pp. 285-290.

(For a newspaper article with no author listed)

"Elementary Schools in the Sanford-Lee County Unit," The Sanford Herald.
(November 3, 1973), pp. 4-5.

(For a personal letter)

Ervin, Bard J., Jr., U. S. Senator from North Carolina, to Ray L. McMillan,
August 18, 1973.

(For a magazine or periodical with no author listed)

"Imaginative, Dynamic, but Questionable," Saturday_Review, Vol. 47 (June 26,

1970), pp. 45-50.

(For an interview)

iissingert Henry, interviewed by Walter Cronkite, U. S. Department of Poreign
Wain, Washington, D. C., 10 a.m., September 5, 1973

1(18
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(,For a play)

Shakespeare, William, Macbeth in Complete Works, ed. by Charles Joseph Sisson.
New Yorks Harper & Row, 1960.

(For a book with one author)

Skinner, B. F. Beyond Freedom and Dignit' .rk: Alfred A. Knopf, 19716

(For a book with two authors)

Smith, Bill H., and Richard L. White. The American Hi h School in the 19801s,
2d ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Boor Company, 9 .

(For an unsigned pamphlet)

U. S. Department of Education. Guide for Public School Educators. Washington,
D. C., 1972.
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(OUTLINE)

AreCtionst Center tais topic outline vertically in reading position.
Arrange the outline correctly using proper spacing between

sections.
Refer to Unit VI, Task Package 1 (No. 14), p. 3 on outlines.

THE CHARACTER OF ADOLF HITLER

I. INTRODUCTION
II. TRAITS

A. Violence;.

B. Revenqe (Personal)
C. Insecurity

III. KEYS TO POWER

A. Luck
B. Possession of Unusual Qualities

IV. CONCLUSION

11.0
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THE CHARACTER OF ADOLF HITLER

When the name of Adolf Hitler is mentioned today, a dark gloomy over-
shadowing cloud automatically appears In the minds of many people. Most

people only think of him as a cruel ruthless dictator who brought heartaches
and destruction to an entire world. Seldom do they stop to question the

anforseen motives that powered his actions. There is an old saying, "There

is a reason for everything." Hitler had his reasons, but were they important
enough that a whole nation had to suffer on account of them?

Three baaic traits appeared in and dominated the life of Adolf Hitler.
These were his belie in violence, his desire for revenge against his enemies,

dnd his sense of Insecurity.

Most of Hitler's ideas grew directly from his own personal
difficulties in getting along with society. His own family was

of very poor stock, so he persecuted mixed races. His people

had been mistreated in Austria, so he hated. Austria. Ha was
very poor in his youth, so he hated the rich. He had to live in
shelters in Vienna which were supported by Jewish charity, so he
hated the Jews. The Vienna art school said his painting showed
no talent, so he persecuted the style of -painting that was then

in fashion. He had been a poor student, so he hated well-educated

people. He did not understand the art, of living, so he hated the
French who knew how to live extremely well. He was uncomfortable
in the presence of women, so he removed them from public affairs.1

As the first ruler of Germany to rise from the people, Hitler exercised

Complete powers He was a firm believer in force or the threat of force,
which was the crudest, b' isually the most effective method. Never did he -

blurt out a secret and nt ,
did he let slip an unconsidered word. Everything

WW1 the result of cold ca.Julation. The German people found in him a ruler of
more than human qualities; a man of genius raised by Providence to lead them

into the "Promised Land."

Hitler staked a claim on greatness, but his remarkable powers were com-

bined with an ugly, shrill egotism. Certainly the Chancellor was no fool. Hie

achievements would never have been possible had he not possessed considerable

intellectual power. Over and over again he used'various strategies to seize

power. Historical greatness meant more to him than the happiness or survival

Of other people. Hitler made many mistakes, but the greatest was probably

overestimating his own power.

Mein Kamph introduced Hitler to the world as a propagandist.2 He was a

postmaster at throwing up verbal smoke screens to conceal his intended moves.
By the image he himself created, he became the last victim of his own propaganda.
He seized everything that was to his advantage by lying, cunning, treachery,

and unscrupulous means.
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The Army was the main power that backed Hitler's actions. Dutybound,

the Army did his dirty work in political innocence.3 Seldom did his generals

question the reasons and motives for his actions for they feared his power.

The Third Reich of Germany found a malicious pleasure in other people's

misfortunes or stupidities. Indifferent toward the suffering of others, he

lacked all feeling of sympathy, was brutal, iptolerant, and callous, and filled

With contempt for the common ruin of humani4/.4 Pity and mercy he regarded as

signs of weakness. The more absorbed he became in his missions, the more

Complete became his loneliness. He remained lost in a world of inhuman fantasy

whare the only thing that was real or mattered was his own desire.

What factors contributed to the success of Hitler/ Luck and disunity of

his opponents account for a part of it, but not all. Hitler began with few

advantpges--a man without a name and without the support of a family, not even

a citizen of the ccuritry he desired to rule. To achieve what he did Hitler
needed (and possessed) talents out of the prdinary which in sum amounted to a
political genius, however evil its fruits.'

The fact that Hitler's career ended in failure does not detract from its

uniqueness. The passions which ruled his mind were of a mean quality, hatred,

resentment, the lust to dominate, and where it was not possible to dominate,

to destroy. His twelve years of dictatorship were barren of all ideas save

One--the further extension of his own power. To prove that men were governed
bystupidity, fear, and their baser passions were his uttermost aims.

Insatiable in his lust for power and living space, Hitler kept Europe in

constant turmoil. Even after he knew his success had been destroyed, he was
still able to prolong war long past the stage of hopelessness. It took the
combined efforts of the three most powerful nations in the world to break his

hold on Sarope.

Hitler's mission from the beginning was to destroy the liberal bourgeois

order that had once rejected him. In this mission he never ceased to believe;

and in this the most deeply felt of his purposes, he did not fail. Europe

may rise again, but the year of Hitler's War has gone forever--and the last

figure in its history is that of Adolf Hitler, the architect of its ruin. "If

you seek his monument, look around."

11.2
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(RWNOTV

16

1"Hit ler, Adolf," The World Book &cvolopedia (1955 ed.), Vol. 8, p. 31437.

21bid., p. 3435.

3S. A. Marshall, "A New P -spective on World War II," Saturday Review
(Hay 18, 1957) , p. 24.

4Alan Bullock, ;Hitler- -A Study in Tyranny (New York: Harper tic Brothers,
1952), p. 361.

51bid., p. 735.
6Ibid., p. 736.

Bullock, Alan.
1952.

"Hitler, Adolf."
3438.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Hitler--A Stud/ in Tyranny. New York: Harper & Brothers,

The World Book Encyclopedia (1955 ed.), Vol. 8, pp. 3434-

Marshall, S. A. "A New Perspective on World War II," Saturday Review
(May 18, 1957), PP. 23-25.
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UNIT VII: NUMBER RULES AND CAPITALIZATION

RATIONALE: Number rules and capitalizaticn runs ars

in typing, but also in all r _tten c

knowledge of number rules will

spell out or use a

more essential because you simply

often. Many of the capitalization rules

you have known and used for years; b.* a

in your mind. In any case, study :o ma.lter a:: ar -4mELL1

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this uni: pac

number and capitalization rules ceorret,, i l& 3121

sentences.



T."' VII

LEARIUNG ACTIVIV:

There are no indivic!usl task packages in this particular

unit. This unit is div-ided into two sections--(1)

numbers and (2) capitalization.

Section 1 (':umbers)

On p. h of this oack%ge you will lind eight number rules.

2ach rule -Ls given and below the rje you will find a

correct se.-.1,1-c. iiIustrating the rqle. Study this rules

shee', as you lis'er to ssetrie Mt.: 7 1 on all your

number rules. Take notes nr,e,le-3, Then type Learning

Practice 1.

Section 2 (Ca italization)

On pp. 5-6 of this package rWu a; ; 49r 14 cap!teJizeion

rules. Each rule given s1-:O yol2 will

find a correct sentence jzWy

these rils as you listen (!';""
'

your capitalizitior. rules. T!1!,:e

type Learning Practice 2.

LEARNING PRACTICE: (3 full sheets)

Section 1 (Numbers)

Type sentences on pp. 118 and 115 olln Tex',

Directions: l'-g" top margin and tps m r herding

Use a 74-space line.
Number sentences as 1.1/He

1.16



TEST!

Directions (cont.)

Use but DS before each different rule.
Type the LEARN sentence as shown; it is

cr)rrect.

Then type APPLY sentence using the rule
being stressed.

Section 2 (Capitalization)

Type sentences in 79D, p. 122, 80C, p. 123, and 81E,
p. 125 of Brown Text.

Diiections: Same as for number Fentences. SEe
76D, p. 118. 3e ,in 1,,TAtalization series
on a clean sheet. :3ont4nue on sTr-4e

pntil full leavilm. a I" bot7,om mar fin.

Start second sheet ustng ru'es for second
page of a term p...per.

Tifi. IN norif SE=ENCES Aial CAPITALIZATION SENT;0E-11

Make sure tnat ylu see your sentences after check by
instructor. DJ tUs before taking unit test.)

Written, typed, or combilatin.
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NUMBER RULES

1. Spell in full numbers from one to ten--unless these numbers are used with
numbers above ten.

Sue baked ten pies and six cakes for the picnic.
Jean baked 14 cupcakes,]0 pies, and 6 cakes for the picnic.

2. Always spell out a number when it is the first word in a sentence althcugh
there may be figures used later in the same sentence.

Eighteen of us attended the convention this week and 27 plan to attend
next week.

If two numbers are used together, spell out the one that is shorter elle
spelled out.

Mr. Hegee3 ordered 25 seventy -poend bags of cement for the drivevor.y.

Is. If one fraction occurs alone in a sentence, spell it out in word form.
However, if more than one fraction occurs, type all of fr;.ctir-
figure form.

Barbara finished one third of her typing assignment.
Mark bought 1/4 lb. of cheese, 2/3 lb of beef. and 3/4 lb of butter et the
store.

5. If a noun appears before a number, type the number folieeeee
a figure.

For your assignment tomorrow, memorize Chapter

6. Measures including weights and dimensions are foree:eF e

Jim is 5'11:i" tall and weighs 165 lbs.

7. Use the percent sign (%) when making a reference to qu or a de]telLe
figure. Use the word percent (spelled) when making a refrelll tr

approximate percentage.

The interest rate on loans is currently 6V
Almost 40 percent of the class was on a field trip todee

8. Spell names of streets ten and under. All house numbers are in fi,?,11.
except house number One which is spelled out.

Jim lives at 3214 Eighth Street; Mike lives at One 24th Street.
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CAPITALIZATION RULES

1. Capitalize the first word of every sentence and the first word of every
direct quote if it begins a complete sentence.

She said, "Anything worth doing is worth doing well."

2. Do not capitalite parts or segments of quotations.

Some people take vacations on the "see now, pay later" plan.

3. If a direct quotation is broken in the middle, do not capitalise the
first word in the second part of the quote.

'We can go to the game," Carol said, "if you will drive."

1. Capitalize the first word following a colon if it begins a complete
statement.

That is Hrs. Carter's major concerns Will they arrive in time?

5. Capitalize the first word and the last word in titles of books, magazine',
newspapers, ardnii, headings, ana-Flays. Also capitalize ill other words
between the first and last words in a title except short words of four or
fewer letters that are used as conjunctions (and, but, so, etc.), preposi-
tions (in, with, top of, etc.) and articles (a, an, the).

Hive you read the book entitled On the Road with Walter Cronkite?

6. Capitalize an official title only if it comes directly before a apni:3
name. When a title is used elsewhere, do not capitalize7Mss it f,f;
title of high distinction as Richard M. Nixon is President of th,
States.

Steve King was appointed manager for our district by Vice- Presiders-

7. If a business or professional title does not come before a specific
do not capitalize it.

I wonder if the doctor has diagnosed the case yet.

8. Capitalize all proper nouns and words that are derived from them.

In my opinion, the works of American writers are more interesting 4.4-,
those of European writers.

O. Capitalize the days of the week, months of the year, holidays, and epecial
historic events and periods.

On Tuesday afternoon we shall attend the parade celebrating the Fourth of
July.
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10. Seasons of the yeah, are usually not capitalized. However, if the seaw)L1
are personified (given the characteristics of a human being as they of:o71
are in poetry), then they should be capitalized.

In winter the temperatures are quite low.
What a lovely sight Winter beheld as she opened her eyes to the wendir
her magnificent snow-laden gown.

11. Capitalize the names of regions and locations in the csountry. The words
north, east, south, and west are not capitalized if they indicate
direction. However, if these four words specify a region of the 4tountr7s
they are capitalized.

We were driving west on Hill Drive when the accident occurred.
We are planning a trip to the West next summer.

12. Capitalize the name of a specific road, street, avenue, company, etc.

We are moving to a new he on Pine Valley Road near Westwood Manufacturing
Company.

13. Capitalize the name of a specific club, organization, fraternity, builcUng,
eto.

Lisa belongs to the Tri-Hi-Y, Student Council, and Drama Club in our
school.

14. If a noun comes before a figure, usually capitalize it. Common words
such as line, sentences page, etc. rr v be typed without a capita'.

Our reading assignment is Chapter 12, pages 46-70.
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UNIT VIII: BUSINESS LETTERS

RATIONALE: Letters are the vital correspondence of the business world.

Many of you will actually type business letter4. You nay

type business letters for a civic organization or for an

employer during part-time or full-time employment. To an

employer, however, a business letter is expensive. The

coat of an average length business letter in 1970 was approxi-

mately $3.05. Thus, we see that speed is important; but

accuracy is equally important because the letter itself

gives a good impression or a poor impression of the sender,

his company, or his organization. Which impression will

your letters convey?

OBJECTIVE: General

Upon compon of this unit, you will be able to type letters

confidenk4 and competently in modified block and block style.

Specific

Upon completion of this unit, you will be able to:

1. Arrange modified block style letters acceptably through

judgment placement and type with an accuracy of 98 percent

on a production basis.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

TEST:

2. Arrange block styls letters acceptably through

judgment placement and type with an accuracy of

98 percent on a production basis.

I. -Unit VIII-Task Package 1--Modified Block Style
Letters

2. Unit VIII-Task Package 2--Block Style Letters

You are to assume in all problems that you are using

letterhead stationery with matching envelopes.

Typed from anmEn021 copy.
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UNIT Vilit BUSINESS LETTERS

TASK it MDDIFIED BLOCK STYLE LETTERS

RATIONALE: The modified block style letter is somewhat more popular than

the block style letter. It tends to present a more balanced

appearance on the page and gives the reader the impression

that the sender has taken more care in preparing it.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of This task package, you will be able to

arrange modified block style letters acceptably through judg

went placement and .type with an accuracy of 9 percent en a

production basis.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Listen to cassete Tape 8-la bushes 3 :Let-

ters, study p. 14 of the Brame; lest (especially the

chart), and read the letter .ati-1 on pr, 3,.4 of

thil package.

Pick up correct ammnt of caper heft -re .1 this

package. Correct errors qn all 1- '1-ens,

(6 f'ull shes--*-.._ envelopes required for these ltAters)

94D, Problem 1, p, 146 (Correct err.o7s3 )

Problem 1, p. 1148

Page 5 of this package (Arrange ,f,s script icter
determining your 0'..7n Dn"= the line

on wilich to b,.T,!n. T'a of words in

cite body is not given. just estimate and
judgmer;t place"
should appear yua

have finished.)

960, P. 1149 (Ti

fi.d9%
un-), ,

ri gP r 2

t!-1? re -11r

Get cassette L-arP
'$ 70

in 1:ri,i

duction tttcps,

TURN IN ALL PROBLEM (5+ probl F;)

TESTI None.
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LETTER PLACEMENT

Business letters are rsually typed on ake by 31" letterheaf,
Very short letters are often typed on half sheet let.0-rhktiaOs 1 tie
short side or the long side at the top.

Business letters are considered short, average, or long &pendlir
the number of words in the body of the letter. Most letters are average in
length (1C to 300 words in the body).

The line on which the date is typed also variFle dopnoi.rq;
length of the body. For a short letter, you begin the date lower c,
page; for a long letter, you begin the date higher on the page Th (3.te

line varies from 20 for an .extremely short letter to line 12 fur tha 1:7;r4;eit
letter.

In an office a secretary does not know the number of words in the body
of a letter. She just uses her own judgment to place A letter accep4.4bly
on the page so that it looks attractive.

Following is a table you might find useful in typing nusinecl; leters;

Table

Margins

Length Elite

Short--2" side margins 24 - 83
(TV to 100 words)

Average-1Y side margins
(101 to 300 words)

Long--1" side margins
(More than 300 words)

20 _

18 - 89 15., 75

12 - o 0 U0

*Five spaces is added to the right margin to allow ii c-, rining
Throw your carriage shortly after the bell rings.
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Letter Addresses

MISCELLANEOUS LETTE2 INFORMATION

Personnel Manager
Sears Roebuck Company
1872 Garden Avenue
Greensboro, N. C. 27412

Salutations Dear Sir

(Correct salutation for a
letter addressed to an individual
whose actual name you do not know.
You only know his official title.)

*The salutation Dear Sirs is never correct.

A personnel manager in a company is the individual who interview', gives place-
ment tests (if any), and reccmlends hiring new employees.

S

Sears Roebuck Company
1872 Garden Avenue
Greensboro, N. C. 27412

Gentlemen

(Correct salutation for
a letter addressed
strictly to a company.)

An official title (if one) may be placed on the same line with the typed name
or it may be placed on the next line directly underneath the typed name. The
lingth of the typed name and the length of the official title determine its
placement. This is true in both a letter address and in closing lines. Use
a comma between the name and the title only when the name and the title appear
on the same line.

Letter Address: Mr. Pete Hill, Manager
Robinson Furniture Co.
510 Westwood Avenue
Greensboro, N. C. 27412

Closing Lines: Sincerely yours

Carl Ross, Engineer

:1Z7

Yx. Patrick 1-;amilton

District Manager
Robinson Trizniture Co.
510 Pinnue
Greensboro, N. C. 27412

Sincerely yoqrs

Kenneth Patterson
District Engineer
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Dirdetionst Use modified block style; mixed punctuation.
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UNIT VIII: BUSINESS LETTERS

TASK 2: BLOCK STYLE LETTER

RATIONALE: The block style letter with mine

gaickest style let!;er o

margin. The scac4,-.- a we 7a:iou3 IgmeTlym, .;v

the same as for modified blook

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion 2acke,

arrange block style let-ce:-s =,-oeo:au

and type with an accuzao-, T2t3.7-1.an-
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LaRNINa ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

TEST:

Study the letter placement charts on p. 144 of the Brown

Text and p. 3 of the preceding package. Review block

style letters on p. 156 of the Irowl Text.

Pick up correct amount of paper before beginning this
package. Oorrnot errors in all problem.

(5 full sheets--no envelopes required for these letters)

103C, Problem 1, p. 155 (Correct errors the first timet)

103C, Problem 2, p. 159

Page 3 of this package (Arrange this script letter in
block style determining your own margins and
the line on which to begin. The number of
words in the body is not given. Just estimate
and "judment place" this letter. Your letter
'should appear "framed" on the page when you
have finished.)

Get cassette Tape 8-2 for production typing of r:IC, p. 160.
Me ke sure you have at least 30 mintlk-P ;- ?m;irr
in the class period before '1v,innirp: pm
duction tape. Cr'rec -!

TURN IN ALL PROBIEN2!

Typed from unarranaeu copy on `nods Iqoek VI 7i--

style letters.
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Ditctiongt Use block style; open punctuation.
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UNIT IXt TABULATION

RATIONALE: The tabulation problems in this unit are mor- difficult than

those typed previously. Hence, they should present a greater

challenge for you. If you think through tha procedure for

setting up tabulation problems, you will have no trouble. by

listening to the cassette tapes, you will be forewarned of

most pitfalls you might encounter.

OBJECTIVSt Upon completion of this unit package, you will be able to

type complex, unarranged tabulation problems with an accuracy

of 95-97 percent.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE!

There nre no individual task packages for this particular

unit. Read and study carefully 106C, p. 162 in the Brown

Text. If you wish, you may also review the study sheets

in Package 10 on tabulation. As you type the problems in

this unit, you should consult the following cassette tapest

9-1 while typing Section 1 on tabulation

9-2 while typing Section 2 on tabulation

You will be referring to pages 162-177 in the Brown Text.

Pick up correct amount of paper before beginning each
section. Correct errors in all problems.

Section 1--Tabulation (3 h'lf sheets, 2 full sheets)

Listen to casseLtelpAce2L1 while typing these problems.

1070, Problem 1, p. 161i

107C, Problem 2, p. 164 (How many lines are there available
cn a half sheet inserted with the
short sic1*3 at the top? The sheet
is " wide " long.)

108C, Problem 1, p. 165 at bottom (Study Drill 1 only, 108B,
p. 165 first.)

109C, Pr blem 1, p. 168 (Omit last instruction. Place
6 spaces between lamest items of
each column.)

109C, Problem h, p. 168

TURN IN SECTION 11 (5 problems)
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TEST:

3

Section 2--Tabulation (1 half sheet) 4 full sheets)

Listen to cassette Tape 9-2 while typing these problems.

111C, Problem 1, p. 170

112D, Problem 1, p. 171

112D, Problem 3, p. 172 (Place 8 spaces between lamest
items of each column.)

113C, Problem 1, p. 173

113C, Problem 2, p. 173

TURN IN SECTION 21 (5 problems)

Make sure you see your tabulation problems after checked
by instructor. Do this before taking unit test!)

Typed on tabulation information in pages 162-177 in the

Brown Text. The information will not be arranged so be

sure you know correct spacing in the opening lines and

special information on spacing near the end of certain

problems. Start this test at the very beginning of the

class period; it will require the entire period!
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Mar X: PUNCTUATION I ? ()
It I

RATIONALE: One of the greatest wealmess in Znglish grammar is punctuation.

Although you began the study of punctuation in the grammar

grades, it still requires attention. :ou must use punctuation

in writing your own themes, letters, etc. And with certain

professional carer (secret.,ial, for example), the correct

use of punctuation is a must! Punctuation is a topic which is

not as interesting perhaps as same but one which you definitely

need to learn for your own enrichment. Many students will find

this package to be the most difficult one they will encounter in

Typing I. If you tackle this unit slowly with determination and

concentration, you will conquer it!

OBJECTIVE? Upon completion of this unit package, you will be able to apply

punctuation rules correctly in 20 out of 25 sentences.
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LEARNINJ ACTIVM:

LEARNING PRACTICS:

2

there are no = lidividual task packages for this particular

unit. This unit is divided into four sectionst

3ection Tate 'Ai. Sentence Nos. Page Nos.

10-1 1- 5 128

6- 5 129

2 13-2 10-15 131
16-20 132

3 21-26 134
27-30 135

h , 10-h 31-33 137
34-36 138

Listen to the prorer cassette tapes and take notes as
need:d be,'ore tyrinn the sentences in each of the four
sections. On pc. 3-7 of this package you will find all
36 punctuation roles plus additional illustrations.
ListeL to ''ape 0-1, type sentences 1-9, listen to Tape
10-2, type sentences 10-23, etc.

(3 full sheets)

Directions: Type LEARN and APPLY sentences mentioned
above from9rown Text Use same instruc-
tions as yul did for the number and
capitalization rules. Refer to 760, p. 118
f'T details. ':ote at the beginning of each
page in the tee, whether or not to begin on
a new sheet.

TURN IN PIPICTUArlJN SENTENCE3I

(Make sure that you see your sentences after checked by
instructor. Do this before taking unit test.)

Written, typed, or sombination.
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PUNCTUATION HIES

1. COMMA: Use a comma followin (a) clauses, phrases, or words that are

introductory, and (b) words in a series with a conjunction.

If he leaves work early, he will stop by the bakery, the drugstore, and

the grocery store.

2.- COMMA: Use a comma to set off a short, direct quotation.

Mary Jones said, "I volunteer to be chairman of the committee."

3. COMMA: Use the comma to set off (a) words in apposition (words which

come together and refer to the same person, thing, or idea), and,

(b) words of direct address.

an appositive 4,
47direct address

Mt. Seagraves, our principal, is attending a conference. No, Mr. Smith,

Mr. Howard is not attending the conference.

4. COMMA* Use the comma to set off nonrestrictive clauses (not necessary to

meaning of sentence). Do not use commas to set off restrictive

clauses (necessary to meaning of sentence).

This book, which is one of my favorites, is no longer in print.

(nonrestrictive--clause not necessary--use commas)

All members who cannot attend the meeting should raise their hands.

(restrictive--clause necessary--do not use commas)

5. COMMA: Use a comma between the day and the year and the city and the

state. When information follows a city and state or date (includ-

ing the year) appearing vithin a sentence, p]al,) a comma after

the state or year.

We shall depart for Atlanta, Georgia, on W;adnesday, April 16, 197-, at

2 p.m.

6. OOMMA: Use a comma to separate two or more adjectives when they come

before a noun and are of the same rank. Hint: If you can insert

the word "and" between the adjectives and the meaning is unchanged,

use the comma.

sally sang in a clear, melodic voice.

7. COMMA: Use a comma to separate (a) two unrelated figures that come

together and (b) numbers into units of three digits each except

for year, page, telephone, room, policy, and serial numbers.

In 1969, 14 brildings were insured under Policy 40-23701.
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8. EXCLAMATION MARK: Use an exclamation mark after exciting interjedtions
and after sentences or phrases that express strong
emotion and excitement.

Whowl See that sun! This is going to be a beautiful day!

9. QUESTION MARX: Use a question mark after a statement that is a direct
question with a definite response expected. Use a,

period, however) after a polite request (often with the
words "please" and "may" included).

When do you pl& i to call? Please let us hear from you soon.

10. DASH: Use a dash (a) to emphasize, (b) to indicate a complete change of
thought, or (c) to separate a direct quotation from an author or
reference which follows it.

We are leaving next week--or at least I think so--for a month's vacation.
"Dive me liberty) or give me death."--Patrick Henry.

11. POLON: Use a colon to introduce a listing. Note: Never use a colon
after a linking verb as is, are, was, were, seem) feel, etc.

Robert purchased the following at the store: a shirt, slacks) and a
belt.

12. COIN: Use a colon to introduce a question or a long direct quotation.

The question still remains unresolved: Is a checkup more than once a
year warranted?

13. COLON: Use a color between hours and minutes in time. Note: With
a.m. arl' r "'op always use figures. With o'clock) use either
Niiires or words as four o'clock or la o'clock.

The flight will arrive promptly at 4:30 p.m.

14. HYPHEN: Use a hyphen for compound numbers between twenty-one and
ninety-nine.

Isn't Mrs. Cook's mother almost eighty-two years old?

15. HYPHEN: Use a ;,:hen between compound adjectives that come before a
noun they modify.

Ernest Hemingway is a well-known author.

If an expression normally hyphenated follows a noun, it is not
hyphenated.

Ernest Heminway, as an author, is well known.
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16. HYPHEN: Several compound expressions !,aving the same root are hyphenated.

All three-, four-, and seven-pound packages will be shipped first.

17. PARENTHESES: Use parentheses aro=d parenthetical or explanatory
material and added info - oration. Note: The period goes

inside the parentheses only if the entire sentence is
parenthetical, as (See Map 2.)

If only part of the statement is parenthetical, the period
goes outside the parentheses, as

He worked extremely hard completing the project (especially the maps).

18. PARENTHESES: Use parentheses around letters or figures used to stress
enumerated items.

These are the factors to be considered: (1) his qualifications, (2)

his experience, and (3) his recommendations.

19. PARENTHESES: Use parentheses around figures folloving amounts stated
as words for additional emphasis and clarity. Parentheses

appear frequently in legal doc=ents.

The lessee agrees to pay one thousand dollars ($1,000) rental per month

for six (6) years for the Rockwell Building located at 302 Rock Drire.

20. UNDERLINE: Use the underline to indicate titles of books, magazines,

and newspapers. Such titles may also be typed in ALL CAPS

without underlining.

The new book entitled The River to Pickle Beach by Doris Betts was
recently reviewed in The Sanford Herald.

21. UNDERLINE: Use the underline (or quotation marks) to evpheeise or call

attention to special phrases or words.

The best way to achieve is to try to achieve,

22. QUOTATION MARKS: Use quotation narks arou_2 direct quotaidons. Note:

When the question mark applies to zhe entire sentence,
it goes outside the quotation marks.

statement / question
(a) Mary asked, "Is Bob goingr

(Only the direct quotation i3
the question mark goes before

other cases, the question mark
as illustrated in Steps b and

uestion / statement

(b) Di Mary say, "Bob Ti g7ig"?

vestion /. question
(c) Di Mary say, "Is bob going:TT

a queetion in this sentence, so
the quotatin marks. In all

goes after the quotation marks

c.)
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23. QUOTATION MARKS: Use quotation marks around titles of articles, plays,
poems, lectures, mottoes, and often slang expressions.

Mr. Langvil's speech on "The Environment in 2000" was dynamic and
thought-provoking.

24. QUOTATION MARKS: Special words and phrases are enclosed with quotations
for emphasis.

Mr. Vincent's "get-up-and-go" attitude has impressed all the employees.

25. QUOTATION MARKS: Use single quotation marks (the apostrophe) for a
quote within a quote. (One person is saying what
someone else has said.)

Rachel said, "I asked Miss Jones to play the piano for us, but she
replied, 'I am too busy.'"

26. SEMICOLON: A semicolon goes between two complete independent clauses
when a contomior is not used.

Marilyn looks familiar; I wond= if she is Mrs. Baker's daughter.

27. SEMICOLON: A semicolon separates two independent clauses if they are
connected with a conjunctive adverb as therefore, however,
moreover, nevertheless, consequent, thus, yet, etc.

It yes too late; therefore, we did not stop to see them.

28. SEMICOLON: Use a semicolon to separar,e different groups of information
(particularly if commas are included; that are introduced
with a colon.

We elected the following people to serve as oeficers for 1973-74:

Lis Stack, president; Martha Ca).igan, rice- president; and Judy MCLean,
secretary - treasurer.

29. SEMICOLON: Semicolons and colons go after (ou
marks.

That remark is "all we need"; it is time to go.

e' the elotation

30. APOSTROPHE: ThelPeetrophe may be used as a umbel to mean "feet" in
measurements or "minutes' in time. The quotation earks
may be used as a symbol for "inchen" in measurements or
"Becoms" in tins,

Mr. Cox's carpentry student measured that 7'6" x 51 board in 2'15".

31. APOSTROPHE: The apostrophe indicates an omission of letters or figures
as in contractions.

That is a '71 Ford, isn't it?
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32. APOSTROPHE: Use an apostrophe and s to , a e tne Icvmart
figures, and words.

Susan received four B"s on her report card..

33. APOSTROPHE: Add an apostrophe and s (a) cLagulxr mow
posseeeion as the dog's food and to sake
noun wiich does not end in s =how :asses:size aa -tr_lteerl
toys.

Singular Singular Possessive

(regular boy boy's
noun)

(irregular man man's
noun)

41.1...1=1M11.

men

34. APOSTROPHE: Add an apostrophe and s to a prcper lame
that end; In s to show possession -lese J.

The tickets can be purchased _rte Hose son.

35. APOSTROPHE: Add onlyln.rocne (a) after ol%re.1 -round tasq
regularly end in s as students ieeke, tad t

proper name of two or more a7lholes :net must
as Jesus' disciples,

Bob Williams' house is currently being painted

36. APOSTROPHE: If something is owned join._; by WC :1! 'ors ...eAmhnv,
apostrophe only gees with the lass noun ad
secretary and treasurer's report cone reporc,,

If something is awned separately 'ay 7X.7. 217 IVZ*1 zwrent$,

the apostrophe gees -with each of the toune le
secretary's and treasurer s "_'en Teo

Sara's and Mae's absences were recorded in %fie* 3mith anti ire, fe9xlet *

(separate possession)

Brannon and Clark's store (one store owned joinIl7
Brannon and Clark s stores (two or more store* olinted 't~:_T7%,Zr

Brannon's and Cla 's stores (two stores owned saperstely--4es ..rte

owned by Yi r. 3renhon cma 7n3 rto.re ncemi
by Mr. .17a,-k,

sister-in-law's book (one Cook 1:nging tc ay lie-att....4--
sister-in-law's books (two or more Cocks oelonging to sy
books of my A./Titers-In-law (two or more Cooke oel7ngi..-4: 11TmWril

different 3i3 terTin-l3 w2. Tam

rearranging of tne pnrsee retain.. lama
sisters-in-laws Cooxe,,
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UNIT II: BUSINESS FORMS; SPECIAL LETTER CORRESPONDENCE

RATIONALE: If you plan to take Typing II or seek part-time or full-time

employment in an office, the problems in this unit will be

most beneficial to you. Even if you do not plan to do the

former, you will probably receive either an invoice or a

voucher check plus various letter correspondence during your

lifetime and isn't it always helpful to understand fully what

you've received?

OBJECTIVE: General

Upon completion of this unit, you will be able to define and

type (1) the various information found in business forms and

(2) the special notations found in business letter correspondence.

Specific

Upon completion of this unit, you will be able to:

1. Name the kinds of information found in various business

forms and type postal cards, interoffice memos, invoices,

and voucher checks with an accuracy of 98 percent.

2. List and define the various special features found in long

and short letters and envelopes and type such features

(attention line, subject line, second page headings, company

name in closing lines, carbon copy notation, and postscript)

in letter correspondence with an accuracy of 95 percent.



LEARNING ACTIVITY!

TEST!

Unit XI-Task Package 1--Business Forms

Unit XI-Task Package 2--Special Letter Correspondence

Written and, perhaps partly typed.

1.46
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UNIT III BUSINESS FORMS; SPECIAL LETTER CORRESPONDENCE

TASK 1, BUSINESS FORMS

RATIONALE: In this package, you will type postal cards, interoffice memos,

invoices, and voucher checks. The forms which you will use in

this practice are not identical necessarily to those you would

find in an office. Forms vary from one office to another, but

the basic information typed on these forms does not change

considerably.

OBJECTIVE, Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to name

the kinds of information found in various business forms and

tree postal cards, interoffice memos, invoices, and Voucher

shocks with an accuracy of 98 percent.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Listen to cassette Tape 11-1 on business forms and take

notes as needed. You will be referring to pages 194-202

in the Brown Text.

Pick up the following supplies before beginning this
practice. *Indicates that carbon copies are required.

2 postal cards
1 interoffice memo
2 invoices
2 voucher checks
3 half sheets
2 carbon sheets (half sheets)

Problenal Cards
The terms post card and postal card are different. A
2211 card may be purchased at a drug store, dime store,
vacation site, etc. It has a picture on one side; the
message and address both go on the reverse side. Tom
Bolt place a stamp on it for mailing.

A postal card, however, is obtained only at the U. S.
Post Onice. When you purchase it, you are paying for
postage already imprinted on it. The address goes on
one side; the message goes on the rooftree side. We shall
be concerned with typing the postal card. Remember-.
since the message goes on one side and the address on the
other, type both sides in the same upright position.

(1) Type the message side of just two postal cards.

(2) Type the name and address of only Mr. Chialtas and
Hr. Isshiki on the blank lines.

Type all three steps to make the completed postal cards.
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*Problem 9, p. 200Interoffice Memorandum
(Proper form plus one carbon copy on plain half
sheet). Opening lines are to be aligned. Remember
there are two blank spaces after a colon. Use own
typist initials a DS below the final paragraph.
TS between last line of heading and first line of
the message.

Interoffice Memo

An interoffice memo is used for written corre-
spondence between offices or departments of the
same company. A *memo can be set up and typed
Finkly and easily. Titles (Mr., Mrs., Dr., etc.),
the salutation, complimentary close, and formal
signature are usually omitted.

Problem 11 . 203--Invoice
R ead d rem one ca-efully and
original copy on tl.v proper form
leave 2 or more blank spaces to
ruled lines. Try to center the
middle of the columns using eye

type only one
). For tau-r tops,

the right of the
information in the
placement.

What is an invoice? Is it made out by the buyer or
the seller? What does 2/10, n/30 mean?

*Problem 12 . 201 -- Invoice

an o gin using proper form with 2 octs on
plain half sheets). The underline found below the
last figure before the total is as long as the total,

Problem 13, p. 202--Voucher Check
TUse correct form.) Notice the two sections Of a
voucher check. The typing should rest elightly
above the horizontal lines; it should not cut through
them. Between the $ on the standard check and the
figure following it, there should be no blank space.
This lack of space prevents the alterition of checks.

There are two places on a standard check where erasing
is absolutely not allowed--(1) after the A where the
amount is typed in figure form, and (2) on the third
typed line where the amount is typed oat in word form.
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TEST:

Problem 14 . 202--Voucher Check
Use correct form.

TURN IN ALL PROBLEMS, (7 separate problems plus any cols)
Place any carbon copies behind the original.

None.
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UNIT XIt BUSINESS FORMS; SPECIAL LETTER CORRESPONDENCE

TASK 2, SPECIAL LETTER CORRESPONDENCE

ATIO" This package introduces an index card mailing list, full-page

letters, two-page letters, three-page letters with tabulation*

in the body, and half afteet letters with new, special features

included in all of them. Most of these problems require an

application of many typing fundamentals you have previously

learned.

OBJICTI,E, Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to list

and define the various special features found in long and short

letters and envelopes and type such features (attention line,

subject line, second page headings, company name in closing

lines, carbon copy notation, and postscript) in letter corm/pew.

dance with an accuracy of 95 percent.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Listen to cassette Tape 11-2 on special letter corre-

spondence and take notes as needed. Also study the sheets

in this package on special features in business letters

and on general letter information. You may consult

Package 19 or p. 144 in the Brown Text for your letter

placement chart. You will be referring to pages 198-200,

203-217 in t ho Brown Text.

Pick up the following suppliee before beginning this
practice.

6 index cards (5" x 3")
5 large envelopes
4 full sheets
1 full letterhead (Youth Work Experience Council)
1 full letterhead (National Highway Safety Council)

2 half sheet letterheads (81 x 5 "- -Youth Work . .

2 half sheet letturneads (9" x 81/2"--Youth Work . . 6)

4 small envelopes

Be sure to use your own typist initials on all problems'

Problem 6 . 198 - -Index Card Mailin List.
A m ling list is a handy alphabet zed card listing
of the various organizations, companies, and individuals
with whom a given company corresponds. When a particu-
lar secretary desires to send a letter, etc. to
someone, she merely pulls the alphabetised card to find
the proper address. Use your mailing list for address-
ing most letters and envelopes in the remainder of this
practice.

Follow directions in Step 1 except type cards for only
the first 1 firms listed on p. 177. Do Step 2. Then
be sure to alphabetize cards when finished with special
information card on top.
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Problem 7, p. 199--Addressing Large Envelopes.
Read and study carefully "Addressing Envelopes"
and "Folding Procedures" on p. 199 and p. vi in the
reference pages at the back of the Brown Text.

Use a large envelope rather than a small envelope
usually for two occasions: (1) a one-page letter
with enclosure(s) and (2) a letter consisting of
more than just one page.

(Large Envelope)

21/2

Sears Roebuck Company

4" \Attention Personnel Director
'1872 Garden Avenue
Greensboro, NC 27412

IMIIlliellell11111111110.

AIRMAIL

..1111..mr

Remember--Anything on an envelope dealing with the'
proper person receiving the correspondence such as
PERSONAL, HOLD FOR ARRI7AL, PLEASE FORWARD, CONFIDENTIAL,
etc. goes at tha left about a I below the return
address in all capitals. (The ttention line, used,
Igrarrectly underneah the company name as a part of
the envelope address. See above illustration.)

Anything on an envelope dealing with the postage such
as AIRMAIL, SPECIAL DELIVERY, REGISTERED goes at the
right about a TS below the stamp in all capitals.

Address envelopes to only the first 2 addresses of
the mailing list (alphabetized) you prepared in
Problem 6. (Assume you already have a printed return
address on all envelopes in this practice.)
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Problem 16, pp. 203-204--Sp9cial Business Letter Variations.
Use both aides are fulfsheet. This prob1T

actually drill work on special features fours in

business letters. You are to correct all orl--.):s1

When you have completed all 3 steps, let the instructor
check your 4 drills. This problem is to be turned
in with all your other problems in this practice.
Use 1" side margins and correct vertical spacing
appropriate for each drill part of this two-page
letter.

Step it Type this drill one time. Begin on line 12
since this is the line on which you begin
the date for a two-page letter.

Step 2: On the reverse side of your full sheet, type
Step 2. Use the vertical form the first
time. Then double apace and type Step 2
again using the horizontal form.

Step 3: Type this drill one time. Begin a double
space below the horizontal form drill in
Step 2.

Problem 17 . 204-20 -- Two -Pa :e Form Letter.
Make no carbon copies! this letter only once to
the first address on your mailing list. Use the
vertical form, not the horizontal form, for the heading
on page 2. Sig:n. 9. .RoAtA4) above Executive Secretary
when you have finished ihe letter. Address a large
envelope. Use Youth Work Experince '^- 4-)s

letterhead on the first

Problem 18, p. 205Letters on Half Sheets.
Follow directiommlor Step I aLd Ste 2, ?pr.)
above Executive Secretary when you /1.3-rt cue
letters. Address small enYelJpes -s.

eta]. Letter Probir--

but do noi-typp X.T13

A carbon copy notation is usually 7.-4e if a c.-1 ?
the original is being sent to nomeonr r1/n,
notation may be typed as follower

Copy to Mr. John Doe

(or)

cc Mr. John Doe
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TEST!

138D, pp. 214-2l5--Three-Page Letter.
Use National Highway Safety Council letterhead.
Type only one original. In reality you would type
one original and two carb :n copies of this letter.

One carbon copy would be placed in an envelope

addressed to Mr. Paul KaImar. (See closing lines

of this letter on D. 216.) The other carbon copy

would be filed. Address a large envelope.

TURN IN ALL PROBLEM! (6 separate problems plus various
parts)

Written and perhaps partly typed on business forms

and special letter correspondence (Packages 24 and 251.
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF BUSINESS LETTERS

1. Attention line. An attention line is used occasionally in business
letters. When it is used, it is typed a double space below the letter
address before the salutation. The attention line begins against the
left margin. If there is an attention line in a letter, there should
also be an attention line on the carresponding envelope.

2. Subject line. A subject line tells the reader at a glance what is con-
tained in the message of a letter. A subject line is typed a double
space below the salutation before the body. In a block style letter,
the subject line begins at the left margin. In a modified block style
letter, the subject line may begin at the left margin or it may be
centered horizontally. (The latter tents to give better balance to a
modified block style letter.) A subject line may be typed either of
these three ways:

INVOICE #28601

Subject: Invoice #28601

SUBJECT: Invoice #28601

4101..a first way omitting the word ItSubject" .-!s the current method.

3. Two-page letters. If a letter is too long for a single page, about 1"
should be left blank at the bottom of the first page. If a new paragraph
is started at the bottom of a page, at least two lines of it should be
trped and at least two lines of the paragraph should be carried to the
next page. All pages after the first, which contains the letterhead at
the top, should have a proper heading. Either of two headings may be
used:

1"

(vertidal Sears Roebuck Company
form) Page 2

Jtne 3, 19--

(TS)

in

( horisontal Sears Roebuck Company 2 June 30, 19 --
fors)

(TS)

*Notice in the horizontal form the word "page" is not used.
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4. Company name. Occasionally, a compamy name 3 law
In all capital letters a double space .elni 4.-1210c.

Since letterhead stationery is used f-11.. :ne ft7 1 ;3471 zw=xmlics :atuce.
the company name in the closing lines 13 sea l7 aelosseurz. szlnegn
fur emphasis (additional advertising) . "her a lcmpaa7 aasrr Z./ ummi, -am
typed name of the actual sender is t7Ted ft,ur lines .tar4e Iambi
below the company name. There are always Inree 71ank 'Ill es :414"1 flz a
person's signature in any letter.

5. Carbon copy notation. This notation -.1suaL,y 1:7Z7,-rms Ine 7arvzx
the original copy that someone else reoei7ed a :a.71vn =gr. zc! lrecT
same letter. A carbon copy notation may 'le -4;r7ve. eilaer e
two ways:

Copy to Mr. John L. McIucas

(or)

cc Mr. John L. McLucas

6. Postscript. F. S. may be included ;,efts ,aa
but the modern trend is to omit the at.:-.11a_ 141*

g_laphs in thu body of a letter are 7uu mast 1:121-11 ylet partgartxt.
If the paragraphs in the body cf a _e tier 7qm small iytdsrz
the postscript. Your paragraphs need al-4a.ys LLIS1,

1St
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GENERAL LETTER INFORMATION

In a block style letter, you never have indented paragraphs.

In a modified block style letter, you may have blocked paragraphs or indented
paragraphs, but you do NOT indent paragraphs in a letter unless directions
indicate that you are trrndent.

Always double space between paragraphs that are single spaced.

If you are sending a letter to a woman and you do not know if she is single
or married, use Miss or Ms. The Ms. can be interpreted to mean Miss or Mrs.,
whichever is applicable.

Possible parts of a two-page business letter in the order that they would

appear:

(letterhead stationery;
date
letter address
attention line
salutation
subject line
body
vertical heading or horizontal heading on secmd and any following pages

using plain paper; then continue with body

complimentary close
company name (in all capital letters)
signature
typed name :1--may be on same line or on separate lines
official title
typist initials
enclosure notation
carbon Copy notation
postscript
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UNIT XII: PERSONAL TYPING PROBLEMS

RATIONALE: In this unit, you will find material concerning job application

and duplication. The former topic will be helpful to you

regardless of your future occupation. Do you know what should

be included in a job application letter? Do you know what a

personal data sheet is?

Duplication is, likewise, a personal enrichment topic. Dupli-

cated materials are reliatively inexpensive and often their use

makes a class report or demonstration, a club agenda, or even

a church program more effective. Study these two topics and

then put them to work for YOU!

OBJECTIVE: General

Upon completion of this unit, you will be able to type a letter

of application, a personal data sheet, and a spirit master,

Specific

Upon completion of this unit, you will be able to:

1. Compose and type a job application letter and a personal

data sheet with an accuracy of 100 percent.

2. Type a master with an accuracy of 99 percent and duplicate

it on a fluid duplicator.

o



LEARNING ACTIVIM

Unit XII-Task Package 1--Job Application

Unit XII-Task Package 2-- Duplication

TEST:

None. Evaluation will be made from the problems

typed in this unit.
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UNIT XIII PERSONAL TYPING PROBLEMS

TASK it JOB APPLICATION

ATIONALEt You will soon be applying for a job. What determines to a great

extent whether or not you get that job you really Want? The

first impPessien you present. This first impression is usually

a combination-ef the following (1) the application letter,

(2) the personal data sheet, and (3) the personal interview.

What kind of first impression will you make?

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to

compose and type a job application letter and a personal data

sheet with an accuracy of 100 percent.

1.62
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICE:

2

Study "A Letter of Application" and "A Personal Data

Sheet" plus the illustrations of the latter found in

this package. Also read and study pages 539-564 in

Clerical Office Practice located in the bookcase at

the front of the room.

Pick up correct amount of paper before beginning this
package. (4 full sheets)

In a "Job Openings" box in the bookcase, you will find
many newspaper clippings pertaining to different kinds
of job openings. You are to pretend that you are apply-
ing for a job. Select and apply for any one of the
jobs mentioned on a clipping. Then COMPOSE the following
using TRUE facts concerning YOURSELF:

Step 1

(1) An application letter in rough-draft form. You
may x-out words and use proofreader's symbols cn
this first copy. (See p. 223 in Brawn Text for
illustration.)

(2) A personal data sheet on yourself. Use form desired.

Step 2

TURN IN and wait for instructor to check: (1) the
newspaper clipping, (2) the application letter (rough
draft), and (3) the personal data sheet (rough draft).

Step 3

From the "checked" rough draft copies, type in final
correct form with NO error your application letter and
personal data sheet!

TURN IN EVERYTHI1G IN ALL 3 STEPS (including clipping)!

TaTt None.

1 G3
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A LETTER. OF APPLICATION

A letter of application tells a prospective employer that you wish to be

considered for the position offered.

1. Put your residence address at the top right above the date assuming you

are using modified block style with mixed punctuation which is preferred.

2. If you are applying to a blind advertisement, rather than a signed adver-

tisement, your letter address would be similar to the following

illustrations

c/o Ad 1652
The Sanford herald
208 St. Clair Ct.
Salford, N. C. 27330

Dear Sir:

3. In the first paragraph, state how you learned of the position open and

express that you are applying for the specific position.

4. In the second paragraph, highlight the main points that might be of

interest to a prospective employer. General points concerning education

and experience are usually mentioned. Be positive: You are selling

you own capabilities:

5. Your last paragraph should express confidence that you are qualified for

the position. Request an interview and include your phone number.

*By all means, make sure that your letter is neat and attractive. This

is certainly NO time for spelling errors, grammatical errors, or typo-

graphical errors:

Along with your letter of application, you should send a personal data

sheet (also called a resume). Information concerning the personal data

sheet is found on the following pages. If you do include a personal

data sheet, do not forget to type the word "Enclosure" at the left after

finishing your letter.

1 G4
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A PERSONAL DATA SHEET

A personal data sheet (resume) should accompany a letter of application. It

gives a prospective employer a concise "outline" of your qualifications. It

includes five major sections: personal information, education, extracurricu-
lar activities, work experience, and references. A data sheet should always
be sent as an original copy. If you wish, you might attach a facial photo in
the upper right corner of your personal data sheet.

Personal Information: name, address, phone number including area code, age
in years, height, weight, marital status, physical
condition.

Education:

Extracurricular
Activities:

Work Experience:

References:

name of institui.ins of learning attended with most
recent educatior :isted first, curriculum pursued,
degree, and overall academic average. If applying for
an office position, list skill courses taken and
speeds attained plus any machines you know how to
operate.

A list should be given as an indication of your
interests, your ability to cooperate and work with
others and your leadership qualities. List all school
clubs plus club or class offices held and any other
school functions in which you participated. If you
have no school activities but participate in community
activities, just label this section "Activities."

Starting wiva most recent, list all jobs held. Give
the kind of job, the firm or individual for whom you
worked, and the approximate dates of employment. If
your experience is limited, include babysitting, work-
ing in tobacco, or even volunteer work for a religious
or charitable organization.

If you wish to give someone's name as a reference, be
sure you get permission from your reference. Prospective
employers prefer different types of references. Never
give a relative's name as a reference. You should give
at least one reference from the following types--usually
in this order:

a. Work Experience--from present or past employers to
indicate the effort you exhibited, your attitude on
the job, and your cooperation with supervisors and
other employees, etc.

b. Scholarship--L teachers you have had to indicate
your academic ac Ivements and your general aptitude.

c. Character--from adult persons who have known yor 4:or
a good length of time such as your minister, profes-
sionals, or businessmen (not relatives) to certify
as to your trustworthiness, attitude, and personality,
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(1" top margin,
1" aide margins)

Jack L. Calligan
127 - 42nd Street
Dallas, Texas 4120 9

Telephone: (717) 367-4198

Personal Information

Age:
Place of Birth:
Height and Weight:
Health:

Marital Status:

Education

High Schools
Class:

Curriculum:

Grade Average:

5
(You might attach
a phorograph in
this right corner.)

PERSONAL DATA SHEET

18

Cincinnati, Ohio
5'11", 170 pounds
Good

Single

Dallas High School

Currently a senior; will graduate June 6, 1974
Business (You might have College Preparatory, General,

Vocational, etc. here.)
A- (Upper 15% of class)

School Activities

Member of varsity football team for two years. First-string end during
junior year.

Vice-President of Key Club during senior year. Affiliated with local
Kiwanis Club. Conducted school and community service projects.

Member of Student Council for two years. Chairman of Traffic tJommittee
during senior year.

Work Experience

During summers of '70 and '71 worked full time in A and P. Carried out
groceries and stocked shelves.

During fall and winter of '72 worked in afternoons and weekends It Bob's
Service Station. Filled gas tanks and changed tires.

References (bz permission)

Mr. Joe Martin, Manager; A and P; 505 Hilltop Lane; Dallas, Texas 41209

Mrs. Virginia Dunn) Business Instructor; Dallas High School; 881 Fifth
Street; Dallas, Texas 41209

Mr. on Nixon, CPA; Lee's Accounting Corporation; 2142 - 18th Street;DalIas, Texas 41.209

G6
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(1" top margin,
1" side margins)

PERSONAL

NAME: Mary Ann Dixon

6

(You might attach
a photograph in
this right corner.)

DATA SHEET

HEIGHT: 5'6"

ADDRESS: 4578 Martin Avenue WEIGHT: 115 lbs.

Raleigh, N. C. 27502

TELEPHONE: (919) 656-3488 MARITAL: Single

ACIE: 18 PHYSICAL CONDITION: Excellent

EDUCATION:

Will graduate from Davis High School on May 29, 1974, after completing

Office Practice program.
Have enrolled to begin evening classes in the fall at Wake County

Technical Institute.

Office Skills:
Typing rate--55 wpm on 5-minute writing
Shorthand rate--90 wpm on 3-minute writing
Transcription rate--20 wpm

Office Machines Operated:
Ten-key adding, full-key adding, electronic calcul' tor, dictaphone,

spirit duplicator, mimeograph

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:

Secretary of the Davis High School Chapter of the Future Business

Leaders of America
Typist for The Falcon, school newspaper
Member of Tri-Hi-Y
Member of Environmental Action Club

EX PERIENC E:

Pnrt-time typist and general office worker during summers of '72 and '73

at Raleigh Credit Company
Assistant in the Guidance Office during senior year at Davis High School

REFERENCES (by permission):

Mr. Den Wills, Manager, Raleigh Credit Company, 688 Western Boulevard,
Raleit, N. C. 27502

Mrs. Harriet Diggs, Business Teacher, Davis High School, 116 - 14th Streets

Raleigh, N. C. 27502
Dr. Jim Hughes, Minister, Raleigh United Church of Christi 246 Crawford

Road, Raleigh, N. C. 27902

1 G7
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UNIT XIII PERSONAL TYPING PROBLEMS

TASK 2: DUPLICATION

RATIONALE' A knowledge of duplication is helpful if you desire to have

more than several copies of information. You might duplicate

material if you become the secretary of a club or organisation

or if you wish to demonstrate an oral talk or report more

effectively through illustrations.

OBJECTIVE' Upon completion of this task package, you will be able to

type a master with an accuracy of 99 percent and duplicate it

on a fluid duplicator.



LEARNING ACTIVITY:

LEARNING PRACTICEt

2

Read and study page 295 in the Brown Text on "Spirit

Duplication" and pages 3- in this package. See Folder 2

in the file cabinet for drawings, etc. illustrated with

various colored masters.

Pick up correct supplies before beginning this package.
1 masterset
1 razor blade (Get from instructor and return!)

Step 1

Type your name in upper right corner of mas terset. Type
on a master the two short poems on p. 5 of this package.
Center the longest line from both poems combined to get
the left margin. Leave a 2" top margin and 6 blank lines
between poems. Double space.

When you have finished typing the master, run three
copies on the fluid duplicator. (Get instructor to help
you.)

TURN IN two good duplicated copies and the master itself
with tissue sheet stapled to the back.

Step 2

You will not type a stencil, which is another duplication
process. However, you are to read and study p. 293 in
the Brown Text on "Stencil Duplication."

1 stencil is duplicated on a mimeograph machine which
uses a pure black ink for the imprint. From a stencil
you can run more copies than from a master. If you needed
1,000 copies, for example, you could use a stencil, not
a master. The actual stencil itself, however, costaMet
twice as much as a master--20 cents.

The clear copy that has been used for your packages was
dote on an offset machine. The difference in the appear.
awe of mimeograph copy and offset copy is that mimeograph
copy is not as clear. Mimeograph letters have a fussiness
around them, whereas offset letters are very clear.

tiffi None.

1g9
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SPIRIT DUPLICATION

The copy appearing on page 5 of this package has been done by spirit

duplication. Spirit duplication (also known as fluid process duplication or

ditto process duplication) is a reliatively inexpensive method of producing

copies when a small number of copies are required and the printed quality of

the copy is not extremely important. Approximately 3OO-350 copies may be

obtained from one spirit master, although the usual number of good clear

copies from one master is approximately 150.

Spirit masters are available in five colors--red, green, blue, black,

and purple. Purple is used most because it reproduces better. The cost of

a short spirit master for fftgr. x 17-inch paper is 150 or 2 for 250. The color

of the carbon in the masterset determines the colors reproduced. Different

colors may, however, be mixed on the same master.

A spirit masterset has two main parts: the master sheet and a sheet

of special carbon which can be used only once. If desired, a backing sheet

may also be used.

Those suggestions will help you to type masters:

1. Sometimes, it may be desirable to prepare a model copy of the
material to be typed before placing it on a master.

2. Before inserting the masterset, remove the tissue sheet between
the master sheet and the carbon sheet.

3. Insert the masterset in the typewriter with the bound edges at
the bottom and the open ends at the top. The white master sheet
is nearest you; the carbon sheet is next with the glossy side.
toward you.

4. The type should be clean when you prepare the master. The ribbon
should be thin. If the ribbon is heavy, you may need to type
on "stencil" (white) position, so the keys will not strike the
ribbon. This makes the copy rore difficult to proofread, however.

5. Use a good,firm, even stroke on a atnual machine. On electric
typewriters, a lower impression usually provide. clearer copies..
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6. If you make an error, scrape off the Letter :-
reverse side of the master sheet vita a ree:.fi-

7. Before correcting she error, tear off an anueed
carbon and then place it under the pars to :1 re-v-rtr.z

the torn strip immediate-, after '.:C.ITVC1217 :he 4:17

will have the correct letters) on the reeve sz.ze
master which is the impertan-, 3116. :ae size

master, however, you -.rill hare a stri:teciler.

8. If you desire to leave out part zf a line s- n 3C

line provided you do not wahl so lype someshag aLfe t:
point, you may use scotch tape tIn the :huveree s_ue

master sheet, or you may use sciesors and :11 :us le

9. Before removing the masterset from she 77,--ruirr,
the copy carefully and correcs 36; 114'n

overlooked.

10. You may write or drew :r masters 411:1 a :32-1:7=:121 7,6r:

Copy is reproduced from a maeter sf,.ee-. when a .1:11fm:_:u.: __La:

in the duplicator and the carton image meet.

If you wish to save a master sheet for later wee

sheet (or a plain sheet of typing pa

to protect it; then file.

:aroch 31VM W.V.71fIT
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To every tan there openeth

A holy and ways aid a way.

And the high soul clie)s the high way,

And the low soul gropes the 1.04;

And in between use the misty flats,

The rest drift .0 and fro,

but to every mal there openeth,

A high way and a low,

And every man de3ideth

The way his so,,; Olen go.

-John Oxenham

Four thirge a man must learn to do

If he would make his record trust

To think without confusion clearly;

To love his fellowmen sincerely:

To act from honest motives purely;

To trust in Clod and heaven securely.

-Henry Van Dyke
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